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Abstract
Objective:
Objective Problems with estimating trust in information sources are common in time constraining and
ambiguous situations and often lead to a decrease team performance. Therefore, two types of adaptive
team support have been developed, Graphical Support (GS) and Adaptive Automation (AA) which were
used in a Multi-agent system where human operators and UAVs worked together on a target
classification task. Background:
Background When human teams are required to make difficult decisions based on
various information sources, performance degradation can occur due to trust miscalibration.
Miscalibration is a situation where humans lack the resources to track the integrity of information and
thus tend to over- or underrely on information. Therefore GS advises humans to change trust when it is
automatically estimated whether over- or underreliance is occurring. Whereas GS only advises humans in
their reliance decision making, AA takes over part of the task when reliance decision making
performance is low. Method:
Method A 3 (support type: none, GS, AA) x 2 (task performance: poor or good) x 2
(task difficulty: easy and difficult) design was used. Dependent variables were team performance and
over- and underreliance. Results:
Results: No significant effect of GS and AA on team performance and over- and
underreliance was found. In AA team performance increased in case of easy task difficulty and decreased
in case of high task difficulty. The increase of performance of good and poor performance compared to no
support didn’t differ within adaptive conditions. Conclusions:
Conclusions: No definitive conclusions can be drawn
about the effects of adaptive support. More research is needed to investigate adaptive support using more
situational factors and factors influencing trust.
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1

Introduction

1.1 Problem definition
Suppose that there is a situation in which a person is driving a car and is approaching a junction. He isn’t
sure about which route to follow. His navigation system tells him to go right. His fellow passenger says
that he should go left. The question is: on whom should he rely? He decides to rely on his fellow
passenger, because an hour ago the navigation system had made a mistake. However, a minute later the
road appears to come to a dead end. In the example the driver showed overreliance on his fellow
passenger and underreliance on the navigation system. The driver inappropriately relied on the fellow
passenger, because he had enlarged the fault of the navigation system in his mind.
In many domains such as aviation, military, traffic control and crisis management decisions will be more
and more based on advice of decision support systems (DSS). This is inevitable because of the reduction of
staff, their increased responsibilities and the increasing complexity of the tasks. Also it is assumed that
when a decision aid is provided the human-computer team will be more productive than either the
human or the automated aid would be if working alone (Dzindolet, Pierce, Beck & Dawe, 1999).
The driver in the example chose to rely on his fellow passenger. This was done after he had evaluated the
information he possessed about the performance of the navigation system and his fellow passenger. This
evaluation resulted in trust. Trust is defined as the attitude that a person will help achieve an individual’s
goal in a situation characterized by uncertainty and vulnerability (Lee & See, 2004). People tend to rely
on automation they trust and tend to reject automation they do not trust (Lee & See, 2004). Trust is a
mental state (Castelfranchi and Falcone, 1998) which guides reliance on a decision aid or person.
Many studies have shown theoretical and experimental evidence supporting the importance of trust for
performance (Lee & Moray, 1992, 1994; Muir, 1987; Muir & Moray, 1996). The decision to either rely or
not rely on automation can be one of the most important decisions a human operator can make,
particularly in time-critical situations (Parasuraman & Riley, 1997).
However, humans often fail to rely upon automation appropriately (Lee & See, 2004). Two potential
problems are misuse and disuse (Parasuraman & Riley, 1997). Misuse is defined as overreliance on
automation; using it when it shouldn’t be used. Disuse is defefined as underutilization of automation.
Misuse and disuse are examples of inappropriate reliance.
Misuse and disuse can also occur in team context. A team is defined as two or more people with different
tasks who cooperate to achieve specified and shared goals (Brannick, Salas, Prince, 1997). A team member
often has to rely on various information sources, for example on another team member or incoming
information from different systems. Inappropriate trust is when the trust someone has in another agent
(human or computer) isn’t in accordance with the capabilities of this agent. When working together in a
team inappropriate trust can endanger team performance. Team performance is concerned with the
outcomes of the team on the task at hand.
Inappropriate trust causes team members to inappropriately rely on information sources which in turn
decreases team performance. This research will address this problem in two different ways. One of the
solutions is a support type to help people gain more appropriate trust in information sources. Another
solution is taking over part of the task when misuse or disuse has been occured. The support types will be
evaluated with a task in the domain of UAVs (Unmanned Aerial Vehicles).

1.2 Proposed solutions
Two solutions are proposed: Graphical Support (GS) and Adaptive Automation (AA) which will be
explained here. Both solutions are adaptive. An adaptive system aims to change its own characteristics
according to the user’s needs (Oppermann, 1994), and in this case it aims to increase appropriate reliance.
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Figure 1 Graphical Support
The first proposed solution, Graphical Support, is to advise people how they should adapt their trust in
different information sources (see Figure 1) when they are estimated to over- or underrely.
The support takes as starting point a team situation in which an operator should choose to rely on of
three different agents (an operator, his team member and a decision aid). He1 should choose to rely on on
one of these agents: this is called a reliance decision.
Making correct reliance decisions can be difficult, also because the performance of the other team
member and the decision aid may change and may be high or low. Thus every team member needs to
evaluate the performance of the other agents. This evaluation results in a certain trust. For example, the
driver didn’t trust the navigation system because the system had made a fault an hour ago.
The trust that the team member has in different agents guides his reliance. Reliance is the behavioral
consequence of trust. Reliance becomes visible and can be observed because a team member has to choose
to rely on an agent and choose to deny another agent. This is what meant with ‘observed reliance’ in the
figure. Observed reliance is a value between 0 and 1 indicating for the operator how much reliance he has
been observed to show on himself, on the decision aid and on the other team member.
The behavior and feedback of the agents result in 'normative reliance’. For example, the normative
reliance of the operator states in a value between 0 and 1 how good he is in making reliance decisions.
The observed reliance behavior and the normative reliance behavior are compared. This results in a value
indicating the appropriateness of reliance behavior of the operator.
When their is a large difference this indicates a situation of inappropriate trust. In the example, the driver
inappropriately trusted on his fellow passenger, because he had enlarged the fault of the navigation
system in his mind. This first type of support is developed to help people more accurately trust. In this
support the three agents are depicted and with an arrow it is indicated whether a team member should
1

Every time ‘he’ or ‘his’ is mentioned one could also read ‘she’ and ‘her’.
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more or less trust on an agent. If no arrow is visible, no change is necessary. For example, when it is
monitored that the operator is underrelying on the system then the operator is encouraged to more rely
on the capabilities of the automation. If the operator follows the advice of the decision aid, it is more
likely that less performance degredation in form of misuse and disuse will occur.
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Figure 2 Adaptive Automation
The second type of support, Adaptive Automation, focuses on improving team performance when a
difference between observed reliance performance and normative performance is demonstrated (see
Figure 2).
). Because information is assembled about past performance of all agents it also possible that the
decision to rely on one of the agents is made by an automated system instead of a human. It was
explained earlier that humans find it difficult to correctly estimate their trust. It is expected that a system
will make better reliance decisions in some cases, because an automated system isn’t affected by cognitive
biases that could result in misuse and disuse. However, an automated system that completely takes over a
task is not always desirable, because humans have insight in their own motivation and environmental
factors that an automated system can not know.
Therefore, depending on the size of the difference between observed and normative reliance it is defined
who should given autonomy: human or system. Three situations are possible. The difference between
observed reliance behavior and normative reliance behavior could be small, moderate or large. First, if
the difference is small, the, the task is allocated to the human. Second, if the difference is moderate the
task is allocated to human or system. The system gives the human a restricted time to veto its decision to
rely on one of the agents. If the human does not react fast enough, the system takes over its own decision.
This is done in this way, because if an operator estimates that his reliance decision is better than that of
the system he can veto the decision of the automated system. Third, if the difference between observed
reliance behavior and normative reliance behavior is large, the task is allocated completely to the system.
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1.3 Research questions
Main goal of this research is to find out what the effects of GS and AA (based on reliance decision
making) are for team performance.
The main research questions are:
 What are the effects of graphical support when humans are estimated to over- or underrely on
various information sources on team performance?
 What are the effects of adaptive automation when humans are estimated to over- or underrely
on various information sources on team performance?

1.4 Research overview
Two solutions are proposed to decrease problems with inappropriate trust and the related decrease of
team performance. In the remainder of the thesis more explanation is given on how trust develops and
which related research is done in the domain of adaptive support. The two types of adaptive support are
applied on a task in the UAV domain. To verify whether the adaptive support is of benefit for reliance
and team performance an experiment is conducted. Results of the experiment are described. Finally,
conclusions with indications for future research are described.
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2

Theoretical framework

In teams humans experience performance problems due to inappropriate trust. In this chapter the
relation between trust and reliance is described in more detail. This is followed by a description of a
solution for various performance problems, namely adaptive systems. It is outlined how adaptive systems
have been applied in previous research and what the main results were. This results in an architecture of
the adaptive system that is used in this research. The chapter ends with a number of hypotheses.

2.1 Trust
What is trust?
Many authors have defined trust, and in different conceptual ways. Some authors view trust as an attitude
(Lee &See, 2004), as a willingness (Mayer, Davis & Schoorman, 1995), or even as a behavior (Meyer,
2001). In this thesis the definition of Lee and See (2004) is used. Their definition is based on an extensive
review of studies and experiments about human trust. Trust is defined as the attitude that an agent will
help achieve an individual’s goals in a situation characterized by uncertainity and vulnerability. The
components of this definition are:


Trust is an attitude. Trust is a mental state, an attitude towards another agent. Trust isn’t
something you can measure directly, it is subjective.



Trust is applicable to agents. An agent can be automation (e.g. a decision aid) or another person.



Trust is goal-oriented. A person trusts another person to accomplish its own goals. The basis of
trust is described by Lee & See (2004) in terms of the performance of an agent, the trustee, who
furthers the goals of an individual, the trustor.



Trust is only necessary in situations characterized by uncertainty and vulnerability. Trust
replaces supervision when direct observation is impractical, for example due to the complexity of
automation (Kramer, 1999). By trusting someone humans must willingly put themselves at risk
or in vulnerable positions (Lee & See, 2004).

Trust is based on certain beliefs (Lee & See, 2004, Castelfranchi & Falcone, 1998). Both the availability of
information and the person’s experiences influence beliefs (Lee & See, 2004). Different kinds of beliefs
influence trust (Falcone and Castelfranchi, 2004): for example the belief that an agent is competent to
provide the expected result and the belief that the agent actually will do what you need.
Lee & See (2004) define three kinds of factors that influence beliefs. The factors that influence trust in
automation are performance, process and purpose. Performance describes what the information does,
process describes how the automation operates and purpose describes why the automation was developed.
Performance refers to the competency of the agent to achieve the goals of the trustor. On the contrary,
process describes trust toward qualities and characteristics attributed to an agent. The trustor will trust
the automation if its algorithms can be understood and seem capable of achieving the goals of the
operator. When the intent of the designer is communicated to the operator the operator will tend to trust
automation to achieve the goals it was designed to achieve.

What is reliance?
According to Lee and See (2004) reliance is a behavior, while trust is an attitude. Trust stands between
beliefs about the characteristics of the automation and the intention to rely on the automation. Based on a
certain level of trust an intention is formed to rely on an agent. When the intention is executed someone
has relied on an agent. Castelfranchi and Falcone (1998) call this the act of trusting. Because this term has
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much resembliance with trust as mental state, the term reliance will be used for the behavioral
consequence of trust.
For example, a student chose a fellow student to cooperate in an assignment. The student trusted his
fellow student, because of certain beliefs he had about this person he could have formed by positive past
experiences. Therefore he intended to rely on his fellow student. He asked this person to form a group
with. The last behavioral act is an example of reliance.
As said before trust guides reliance. People tend to rely on agents they trust, and tend to reject agents)
they do not trust. This has also been demonstrated by several studies about reliance (Lee & Moray, 1992;
Lewandowsky, Mundy, & Tan, 2000; Muir & Moray, 1996). If over- and underreliance is detected it is
thus very likely that it was caused by inappropriate trust. Trust, however, doesn’t completely determine
reliance. There are other variables that mediate the relationship between beliefs and behavior (Lee & See,
2004), e.g. psychological, system and environmental constraints. Also there are exceptional cases when
trust doesn’t guide reliance, for example because there is no information so the agent must just make a
trial.

Over- and undertrust
Inappropriate trust is defined as “the failure to understand or properly evaluate the conditions affecting
good and bad aid performance” (Cohen, 2000). For a person to develop trust he has to perform cognitive
efforts of gathering and processing information. Undertrust and overtrust are instantiations of
inappropriate trust. There are different causes for inappropriate trust.
Sparaco (1995) described an example where pilots trusted on the ability of the autopilot and failed to
intervene and take manual control even when the autopilot crashed the Airbus A320 they were flying. In
this example overtrust or complacency has occured. Complacency or overtrust in automation is ‘reflected
by the very poor response to the automation when it initially fails’ (Wickens and Dixon, 2007, p. 204).
When there are circumstances in which the operator encounters perfect automation for some period of
time, overtrust is likely to occur.
Inappropriate trust is more likely to occur when workload is high. When workload is high a phenomenon
called automation bias can occur. The automation bias (Mosier & Skitka, 1996) occurs when people rely
on a decision aid in a heuristic manner without going through the cognitive effort of gathering and
processing information to save mental effort. This leads to misuse. Results of a meta-analysis of 22 studies
by Wickons and Dixon (2007) suggest that many operators chose to depend on imperfect automation in
order to preserve available processing resources for other tasks. This was supported by the fact that when
in these studies workload was high, operators typically tend to rely more on automation.
To avoid misuse and disuse appropriate trust should be supported. In this way people could correctly
‘calibrate’ their trust in automation. Calibration is defined as the correspondence between a person’s trust
in the automation and the true automation’s capabilities (Lee & Moray, 1994). Calibration is often
difficult for operators because they can’t gain much insight in the behavior underlying a system.
An explanation for wrong calibration (i.e. miscalibration) is given by the correspondence bias.
Correspondence bias means that people have the tendency to over-emphasize dispositional causes (the
factors internal to an agent) as explanation for the errors of others, while under-emphasizing situational
causes (Gilbert & Malone, 1995).

2.2 Adaptive systems
When information about the user and/or situational factors is gathered this information can be used to
improve a certain aspect of the task or to make it easier for the user to carry out his task. In this research
adaptive systems will be used to increase trust calibration and team performance.

Definition of adaptive systems
There’s a distinction between adaptable and adaptive systems. In an adaptable system it is the user who
initiates the changes among presentation modes or functionality. Adaptable systems have the
disadvantage that the human receive an extra task of managing function allocation and/or invoking the
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automation or manual control in addition to normal operations. Problems with invoking automation or
manual control have been identified as occurring due to high workload, operators being unaware of the
need for a different LOA (Level of Automation), or poor decision making (Endsley, 1996). On the other
hand, in an adaptive system the system can initiate changes among system states or modes (Scerbo,
Parasuraman, Di Nocero, Prinzel, 2001). According to Oppermann (1994) a system is called adaptive "if it
is able to change its own characteristics automatically according to the user’s needs" (p. 456).
The great advantage of adaptive systems is that it can change their methods of operation based on
changing environmental and user characteristics. However, the potential benefits of adaptive automation
can turn into risks when the system incorrectly concludes that support is unnecessary or when the timing
or kind of support is wrong (Parasuraman, Mouloua, Hilburn, 1999). Jameson (2003) distinguished four
kinds of adaptive systems: adapting the interface, giving advice about system use and controlling a
dialogue and taking over parts of routine tasks.

Adapting the interface
The first kind of adaptive systems is by adapting the interface. This means adapting the interface so that it
fits better with the way a user works with the system (Jameson, 2003). Special perceptual or physical
impairments of individuals can be taken into account to allow them to use a system more efficiently with
fewer errors and frustration.
An example of adapting the interface is the hiding from menu items that aren’t used so that in the long
run the user needs to spend less time searching within menus. A possible disadvantage is predictability:
the user is not in control any more and this can lead to frustration and errors.

Feedback: giving advice about system use
In this type of adaptive support a system adaptively offers information and advice about how to use an
application (Jameson, 2003). Most famous example is the Microsoft Office Assistant that uses simple rules
to decide when to offer help.
McGuirl and Sarter (2006) investigated whether continually updated information about a system's
confidence in its ability to perform assigned tasks improved pilots’ trust calibration in, and use, of an
automated DSS. The system assisted pilots with decision making during in-flight icing encounters. One
group of pilots received updated confidence information while the fixed group was only informed once
about the average system's reliability. Decision aid performance was randomized accurate or inaccurate
and task load was high or low, For the updated information group the system was correct in 25%, 50%
and 89% of the trials and the availability of the confidence information was either available within time
or on demand. Pilots in the fixed group were almost twice as likely to stall the aircraft as pilots in the
updated group. Overall, the fixed group showed a tendency to follow the system advice more often than
was justified by its overall accuracy while the updated group complied at a rate slightly below the
system’s actual accuracy. In both workload conditions performance of the updated group was higher. This
suggests that the addition of the confidence displays didn’t impose excessive attentional demands. Also
the estimate of the system’s accuracy by the users in the updated group was more accurate than the
estimate of the users in the ﬁxed group.
Feedback often interrupts the task. This can have negative consequences. When feedback is given
spontaneously, and not just on demand, it can endanger the usability goals of unobtrusiveness and
controllability (Jameson, 2003). Bailey and Konstan (2001) examined the effect of interrupting the user.
After the interruption the users performed their primary task more slowly. Interruptions in the midst of
performing a task were found annoying and caused anxiety. They also found that interruptions at the end
of a task are more easily managed than interruptions that force the users to remember the primary task
goals. Thus, interruptions should be given with care.

Controlling a dialogue
Controlling a dialogue is adapting a system’s dialogue strategy: a policy for determining when and how a
system should provide information, acquire information from the user and perform other dialogue acts.
This type of adaptivity isn’t directly applicable on the domain of UAVs so will not be discussed in further
detail.
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Task allocation
Another type of adaptive systems is task allocation. In this form aspects of tasks or even complete tasks of
users are taken over by the system. There are different adaptive algorithms by which tasks can be
adaptively allocated between human operators and automation. Examples are algorithms based on critical
environmental events, human operator workload, performance measurement, physiological
measurement, performance modeling and combination of these (Parasuraman, Mouloua, & Molloy, 1996).
Two subtypes of task allocation are static function allocation and dynamic function allocation.

a. Static function allocation
In static function allocation (FA) either human or machine fully executes the task. Traditional FA
promotes task division rather than cooperation (Scallen & Hancock, 2001). The field of traditional
function allocation compares the capabilities of human and machines, usually by developing lists, and
allocating tasks based on this comparison. Influence of context isn’t present, while it is recognized that
environmental context and constraints are essential.

b. Dynamic function allocation
Dynamic function allocation (DFA) is also called adaptive automation or adaptive function allocation
(AFA). The principle here is that not all allocations are applicable to every situation encountered by the
system. Therefore, to alter the allocation according to certain situational factors is an advantage.
Adaptive automation has been described as “a form of automation that allows for changes in control
function allocation between a machine and human operator based on the states of the collective humanmachine system” (Hilburn, Byrne, Jorna, & Parasuraman, 1997). The shifts between humans and
machines are dynamically based on specified thresholds, for example: environmental factors, operator
competence or psychophysiological factors (Scallen & Hancock, 2001).

Figure 3 Taxonomy for the implementation of adaptive allocation (Morrison, Cohen, & Gluckman, 1993,
Scerbo, 1996).
Scerbo (1996) has developed a taxonomy for the implementation of adaptive automation (see Figure 3).
The first dimension of the taxonomy represents the factors which either invoke or change modes of
automation: external events, changes in human performance or changes in physiology. The second
dimension represents the stability of the decisions being made by the operator. They can be stable if they
are consistent stimuli and actions, whereas dynamic decisions have more varied input and a wider input
of actions. Efforts to validate the taxonomy are underway (Scerbo, 1996), but it can be used to systematic
evaluate adaptive allocation strategies based on facets of the taxonomy (Scallen & Hancock, 2001). The
third dimension is based on Rouse and Rouse (1983). They described three different ways in which
automation could assist the operator:
1. Whole tasks could be allocated to either the system or the operator to perform.
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2.
3.

A specific task could be partitioned or divided so that the system and operator each share
responsibility for unique portions of the task.
A task could be transformed or represented in an alternative format to make it easier for the operator
to perform.

DFA has several proposed advantages. Automation can be costly. It is believed that DFA can realize
advantages of automation while maintaining human involvement of the system, thereby minimizing
some of the costs of conventional automation (Hancock & Chignell, 1989). Also DFA can help to alleviate
operator out-of-the-loop performance problems and associated issues, including loss of situation
awareness (SA) and high mental workload (Kaber, Riley, Tan, Endsley, 2001). With DFA operator
workload can been moderated or maintained within acceptable limits based on work or task
characteristics. However, optimizing SA and workload can be difficult (Kaber et al, 2001).
So the challenge for DFA is to find the right levels of workload under which good levels of SA and human
performance is possible (Kaber et al, 2001).
There are also some problems with DFA. First, there is still a lack of common understanding of how
human-machine system interfaces should be designed to effectively support implementation of DFA
(Kaber et al, 2001). Scerbo (1996) suggested that the success of DFA will be largely determined by system
interface design that includes all methods of information exchange. Interface design should support SA
and mental model development (Kaber et al, 2001). Second, if function allocation is dynamic humans are
required to monitor automated dynamic control allocations, which is also an extra task. The extra
monitoring load can lead to increase of workload (Endsley, 1996; Kaber & Riley, 1999; Scerbo, 1996).
Third, the shift from full automatic control to manual control could have negative effects on subsequent
performance. This was demonstrated in the study of Hadley, Prinzel, Freeman and Mikulka (1999). A
solution is dynamic function allocation with different levels of LOA, as described below.

c. Dynamic function allocation with different levels of LOA
HIGH

10. The computer decides everything, acts autonomously, ignoring the human.
9. informs the human only if it, the computers, decides to
8. informs the human only if asked, or
7. executes automatically, then necessarily informs the human, and
6. allows the human a restricted time to veto before automatic executation, or
5. executes that suggestion if the human approves, or
4. suggests one alternative
3. narrows the selection down to a few, or
2. The computer offers a complete set of decision/action alternatives, or
LOW
1. The computer offers no assistance: human must take all decisions and actions
Table 1 Levels of Automations of Decision and Action Selection (recreated from Parasuraman, Sheridan,
& Wickens, 2000)
Here an extension of the DFA concept is described. Automation doesn’t have to be all or none, but can
vary between manual performance and the highest level of full automation. Table 1 shows a 10-point
scale, with higher levels representing increasing autonomy of computer over human action (Parasuraman,
Sheridan, & Wickens, 2000). At level 1 the human has full manual control. At level 2 the automation
provides several decision action/options. At level 4 the system suggests one alternative. One level higher
the automation executes that suggestion if and only if the human approves. To this level one often refers
as ‘Management-By-Consent’ (MBC). Level 6 is ‘Management-By-Execution’ (MBE): the system gives the
human a limited time for a veto before carrying out the decision choice.
Two general uses of LOA are possible (Di Nocera, Lorenz, & Parasuraman, 2005). First, a system could be
designed for a particular LOA on the basis of criteria such as safety, situation awareness and balanced
workload (static function allocation). Second, LOA may also be changed during system operations. This is
the case with dynamic function allocation with different levels of LOA varying depending on situational
demands during operational use.
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In Di Nocera et al (2005) literature about LOA is reviewed. They conclude that LOA isn’t necessarily the
crucial factor affecting out-of-the-loop performance costs. It appears that there are differential effects of
LOA by stage of processing and interface type. How, when, where and what level of automation should
be introduced is still a difficult problem (Cumming, Bruni, Mercier, & Mitchell, 2007).

2.3 Adaptive automation related research
Adaptive automation is used in this research as a one of the proposed research solutions. Related research
in this area will be described to show how this research is different and what are current research gaps.
A lot of research has been done to examine the effects of static LOAs. For example Lorenz, Di Nocera,
Röttger and Parasuraman (2001) performed an experiment with three levels of LOA (showing a fault
finding guide, MBC and MBE) and three task conditions (baseline, automation support and failure of
automation support). No main effect of LOA on performance was found. During automation support
MBC and MBE was related to higher performance (less errors and lower time to diagnosis). During
automation failure there was a disproportional increase in the time-to-diagnosis following an automation
failure at medium LOA and not at high LOA. It was concluded that for avoiding such effects in complex,
dynamic tasks, involving intelligent support, the important factor isn’t simply the LOA, but the ability of
a particular LOA to support the human operator's information sampling and higher-level reasoning
activities.
An example showing benefits of dynamic function allocation is the study of Parasuraman, Mouloua and
Molloy (1996). In this study there were three groups: one control-group and two adaptive groups. In the
model-based adaptive condition the decision to allocate a task to a person or to automation was based on a
model of performance of the operator. The automated task was allocated to the human operator if 40
minutes had collapsed. In the performance-based adaptive conditions the task was allocated to
automation if a participant’s monitoring performance didn’t reach a preset condition. They found that
both model-based and performance-based allocation improved monitoring of automation.
Kaber and Endsley (2004) examined effects of intermediate levels of automations and adaptive
automation independently. They used a dual-task scenario to assess performance, situation awareness and
workload effects of low, intermediate and high LOAs. LOAs were dynamically allocated (as part of an AA
strategy) during manual system control for various cycle times. AA was applied using pre-defined
schedules of manual control allocations alternated with automated functioning. So allocations were not
based on dynamic evaluations of workload or performance. Results revealed LOA to be the driving factor
in determining primary task performance and situation awareness. The AA was the driving factor in
perceptions of primary task workload and secondary task performance. In general, the results were
supportive of intermediate LOAs and AA as approaches to human-centred automation, but each appeared
to provide different advantages for human–machine system performance. Kaber and Endsley (2004)
argued that there is a need for further empirical assessments of LOA and AA strategy effects on
human/machine system performance in real-world dynamic control tasks.
Kaber, Wright, Prinzell and Clamann (2005) went one step further than Kaber and Endsley (2004). In
their research automation was adaptively applied based on operator workload states. They performed a
systematic comparison of the performance effects of AA applied to various stages of information
processing (information acquisition, information analysis, decision making, and action implementation).
An air traffic control task was used as primary task and a gauge-monitoring task was used as secondary
task. When performance of the gauge-monitoring task dropped below 1 standard deviation of average
task performance recorded during the final training session for a particular user, the user was shifted to
automated control of one of the four information processing modes. It was found that performance was
always better under AA compared to completely manual control. And it was found that humans were
better to adapt to AA under information acquisition and action implementation, as compared with AA to
analysis and decision making tasks.
Parasuraman, Consenzo and De Visser (2009) also used performance as invocation of adaptive
automation. To be more precise, the invocation of adaptive automation was based on the operator's
changes in detection of visual changes. Changes in detection performance are indicators of poor situation
awareness which is a major contributor to poor performance. The efficacy of AA was assessed in a
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simulated reconnaissance mission. Performance was examined in three conditions: manual, static
automation in which participants were supported in the UAV task with an automated target recognizer
(ATR) and adaptive automation in which ATR automation was only invoked when performance of an
individual operator is below a specified threshold at a particular point in time during the mission.
Performance of change detection accuracy after adaptive automation was invoked was significantly
higher in both static and adaptive conditions compared to manual performance. Also workload and
situation awareness was higher for adaptive automation then for manual and static automation
conditions.
Research of both Kaber et al (2005) and Parasuraman et al (2009) showed the benefits of adaptive
automation. Both didn’t use different LOAs but only simply put automation on or off. In the adaptive
automation support as proposed in this research the output of automation is on a different level of
automation depending of the size of the discrepancy between normative and observed reliance.
The invocation of adaptive automation was based on monitoring performance in Parasuraman, Mouloua
and Molloy (1996), on workload in Kaber et al (2005) and on situation awareness assessments in
Parasuraman et al (2009). Dynamic function allocation based on measurements of reliance hasn’t been
used previously. So, the combination of using different levels of automation and the invocation of AA
based on reliance is a new approach.

2.4 UAV related research
In the last few years researchers have applied the concept of LOAs on the domain of UAVs. An UAV is
an Unmanned Aerial Vehicle. As the task used in this research is also related to UAVs research findings
in this domain will be discussed.
UAVs offer some several advantages over traditional manned aircraft. They are capable of longer duration
flights, can perform more radical flight maneuvers, are smaller and lighter, have lower life-cycle costs and
are more easily transported, and can prevent the endangerment of human life (Liu, Wasson, & Vincenzi,
2009).
At the moment most UAVs require multiple operators to control a single UAV. The reduction of the
operator-vehicle ratio would reduce life-cycle costs and manning. The automation technology is under
rapid development. Therefore in the future multiple UAVs will be controlled by a single supervisor (Ruff,
Calhoun, Draper, Fontejon, & Guilfoos, 2004).
It is expected that in the future UAVs will perform high-level cognitive tasks such as: coordinating
multiple UAVs, overseeing multiple target areas, detecting targets, identifying targets, route and re-route
planning, destroying targets and monitoring system status (Liu et al, 2009). Despite the fact that UAVs
can perform many tasks, the role of the human operator remains important as they possess the abilities to
adapt quickly to situations and exercise judgment (Liu et al, 2009). However, the complexity of the
situation and the system, also caused by simultaneous carrying out tasks, is a limiting factor in
performance (Liu et al, 2009). The concern is that this will create serious workload problems (Dixon,
Wickens, & Chang, 2005).
Ruff, Narayan and Draper (2002) examined the effect of three levels of automation (manual, MBC and
MBE) on performance, situation awareness, workload and trust. Participants controlled 1, 2 or 4 UAVs.
Results indicated that overall intermediate LOA (MBC and MBE) increased performance compared to
manual control. Also MBC was significantly better than manual control in MBE in all performance
measures. Interaction effects between LOA and number of UAVs were found in the assessments of
subjective workload. In general, workload increased in manual control and MBC as the human supervises
more UAVs. However, subjective measures of workload, SA and trust suggested that there are specific
occasions in which less automaton or more automation may be more beneficial. This indicates that
adaptively applying different levels of automation may be advantageous.
Ruff, Calhoun, Draper, Fontejon and Guilfoos (2004) carried out two experiments with UAVs to examine
the effects of LOA (MBC and MBE) and automation reliability on the number of UAVs that could be
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supervised by a single operator. Participants had to perform multiple tasks: the responding to unidentified
aircraft, accept or reject route-replanning, image prosecutions of targets and monitor mission mode
indicators. In the first experiment there was no significant difference between MBE and MBC, because it
was found that the time criterions in the LOAs should be shortened significantly. Therefore in the second
experiment a new within-subjects variable was added: time limit for LOA (short or long). There were no
significant differences in performance and subjective measures, only as a function of the time limit
variable and MBC and MBE didn’t differ significantly.. This research demonstrated the complex
relationship between LOA, time limits and reliability.
In the study of Liu et al (2009) effects of various operator-to-vehicle ratios and two automation strategies
(Management-By-Consent vs. Management-By-Exception) were investigated. The primary task consisted
of monitoring the images in the cue to verify that targets (not distracters) have been correctly designated
by the Automatic Target Recognizer. Task accuracy and workload assessment weren’t affected by LOA.
Image processing time was significantly different for MBC and MBE, but according to Liu et al (2009) this
was due to the too long time period of MBE.
The research discussed here mainly focused on effects of intermediate LOAs on performance in the
domain of UAVs. The study of Ruff et al (2002) showed that the performance of MBC and MBE were
better compared to manual control. No significant different between MBC and MBE was found in Ruff et
al (2004). In Liu et al (2009) task accuracy wasn’t affected by LOA. No research has be done to the
adaptive use of different LOAs. This research follows the remark of Liu et al (2009) that future UAV
systems may require the use of adaptive automation to ensure maximum human-machine performance.

2.5 Cognitive modeling of human trust
Any adaptive system needs a way to assemble information about the user and/or his environment. Here
we’re interested in measuring the dynamically changing human trust. While one can’t directly measure
trust because it is a mental state, it is possible to make a model of trust by looking to the way humans rely
on other parties.
In this research the trust model of Hoogendoorn, Jaffry and Treur (2009) was used. They developed an
trust model that is able to estimate human trust in information sources. The function is based on the
assumption that trust values of a human with respect to another party over time are defined by a certain
trust function. The trust function uses the experiences of the human with specific information sources up
to that point. The model is adaptive in the sense that new experiences can come in and these new
experiences will change trust values.
The model assumes that individuals display different trust behaviors, just as they differ in their behavior.
Hoogendoorn et al (2009) have defined four specific parameters that are different between humans. The
model uses four parameters that are automatically tuned over time to an individual. These tuning
parameters are (as described in: Hoogendoorn, Jaffry, Treur, 2008):
• Initial Trust: indicates the level of trust initially assigned to a trustee.
• Trust Decay γ: a number between 0 and 1 that represents the rate of trust decay of the human on
the trustee when there is no experience.
• Trust Flexibility β: a number between 0 and 1 that represents how far the trust level at a time
point will be adapted when a human has a (positive or negative) experience with a trustee.
• Trust Autonomy η: a number between 0 and 1 that indicates how far trust is determined
independent of trust in other options. If the number is high, then trust is (almost) independent of
other options.
The values for the parameters are based on two inputs. First, by observing the behaviour of the human in
his way of consulting other parties (e.g. a decision aid, a team member). Second, by looking to the
outcomes of these consultations.
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Using this information appropriate parameter settings can be found that describe the specific trust
behaviour of an individual. The process of finding appropriate parameters settings is called tuning.
Multiple tuning methods exist. The exhaustive search method guarantees the optimal solution. This
method was formally verified and tested for various cases in Hoogendoorn et al (2009). It is described as
follows:
for each observed behaviour B
for each vector of parameter setting P
calculate accuracy of P
end for
output vector of parameter settings with max. accuracy
end for
Code 1 Exhaustive search method from Hoogendoorn et al (2009)

2.6 Architecture of an adaptive system
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Figure 4 General architecture of proposed adaptive system
Figure 4 provides an overview of the proposed solution of using adaptive support. The goal of the support
is to increase team performance and decrease over- and underreliance.
The architecture takes as starting point a situation in which a human operator has to express trust in
multiple information sources. The operator expresses his trust while interacting with the world through
an interface. He should decide to rely on one of these information sources. The way in which he is
relying on information sources is called 'reliance behavior'. Simplified, reliance behavior is good when
the operator is relying on information sources that are performing high; reliance behavior is bad when
the operator is relying on information sources that are actually performing bad.
To know if and in what way adaptive support should be applied two kinds of information are needed.
First, information to describe the reliance behavior of the operator. Second, information about what
reliance behavior is desirable.
The first type of information models the trust of the operator, resulting in a Descriptive Model of his
trust. This model takes as input the reliance behavior and feedback about the correctness of his reliance
decisions. Output of the model is a value of how high the reliance of the operator is for each of the
information sources.
The second type of information models the desirable (normative) reliance. Therefore information about
the performance of information sources is needed. The Prescriptive model calculates the normative trust
one should have given the past performance of all information sources.
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Descriptive and Prescriptive model both have an outcome between 0 and 1 where 1 means that the
reliance on an information source is very high (descriptive) or should be (prescriptive). The difference
between the descriptive and prescriptive model results in a certain degree of discrepancy. In other words
this difference tells us to what extent an operator is inappropriately relying on trustees. The discrepancy
can be negative, indicating underreliance; or positive, indicating overreliance.
When there is over- or underreliance detected, adaptive support is needed. Adaptive support is applied
according to their own adaption model (as will explained in the Method section) and aims to increase
team performance and decrease over- and underreliance.

2.7 Hypotheses
Over- and underreliance
As explained before graphical support advises the operator to rely more accurately. For example, it is
known that humans in generally underestimate the performance of computerized aids (Parasuraman and
Riley, 1997; Dzindolet et al, 2003). However, with GS this tendency of underreliance in systems may be
reduced.
In AA the system takes over the task when the operator is estimated to over- or underrely. In those cases
it is expected that the system will make better reliance decisions than the operator.
Hypothesis 1: Graphical Support results in a decrease of under- and overreliance.
Hypothesis 2: Adaptive Automation results in a decrease of under- and overreliance.

Team performance
Because there is a positive relation between appropriateness of reliance behavior and performance (Lee &
Moray, 1992, 1994; Muir, 1987; Muir & Moray, 1996), it is expected that both GS and AA will improve
team performance.
Hypothesis 3: Graphical Support improves team performance.
Hypothesis 4: Adaptive Automation improves team performance.

Team performance in low and high task difficulty
Benefits of adaptive support could be either higher or lower when task difficulty changes. Increase in
team performance is expected to be different for low task difficulty and high task difficulty when
graphical support is used. On the one hand, in case of low task difficulty the operator can pay more
attention to the support information than in case of high task difficulty. Consequently the operator can
change his reliance behavior according to the support information. In an experiment from McGuirl and
Sarter (2006) where dynamically changing confidence displays of system reliability were used, task
performance was also significant higher during low task load compared to high task load situations. On
the other hand, in low task difficulty operators have more cognitive resources to calibrate their trust.
Therefore, a difference is expected, it is only uncertain in which direction.
Hypothesis 5: The increase in team performance in Graphical Support compared to no support will
be different for classifications of low task difficulty compared to classifications of high task difficulty.
In Adaptive Automation the system takes over part of the task when performance of the operator is low.
This is more likely to happen when task difficulty is high.
Hypothesis 6: The increase in team performance in Adaptive Automation support compared to no
support will be higher for classifications of high task difficulty than for classifications of low task
difficulty.

Team performance for poor and good performers
Good performers could give more attention to graphical support and can consequently make more
appropriate reliance decisions based on the information given by the support. For poor performers this is
expected to be more difficult.
Hypothesis 7: The increase in team performance when using Graphical Support compared to no
support will be higher for good performers than for poor performers
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By definition, poor performers will perform badly without support. For good performers performance is
still rather good even without support. The difference in performance is expected to be higher in
Adaptive Automation for poor performers.
Hypothesis 8: The increase in team performance when using Adaptive Automation compared to no
support will be higher for poor performers than for good performers

Task performance of operator, decision aid and metareliance
In the task the human operator as well as an automated system could make reliance decisions. Such an
automated system uses information about past performance of agents to make a reliance decision. Human
reasoning is affected by cognitive biases which could result in over- and underreliance. An automated
system isn’t affected by cognitive biases so it can be expected that the system makes more accurate trust
assessments than the operator.
Hypothesis 9: In Adaptive Automation support the reliance performance of the system is higher than
reliance performance of the operator.

operator

system

metareliance

Figure 5 Expected reliance performance of operator, system and metareliance with Adaptive Automation
Contrary to a system a human has insight in his motivation for his performance. Thus, there can be a lot
of occasions in which humans make better reliance decision then a system. In this research we are going
to predict whether such situations are at hand. When it is predicted that a human makes better reliance
decisions than the aid then the decision is made to rely on the operator, if this isn’t the case the decision
making is taken over by the system. This kind of decision making is called metalevel decision making and
it is expected to lead to a further increase of the number of accurate reliance decisions. Figure 5 depicts
how it is expected that the operator, system and metareliance will perform.
Hypothesis 10:
10: In Adaptive Automation support reliance making performance based on metareliance
is higher than reliance performance of the system.
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3

Method

This method section describes the set-up of the experimental validation of hypothesises. It contains a
description of the task, the implementation of adaptive support, research design, procedure and
dependent and independent variables.

3.1 Participants
18 participants (eight male and ten female) with an average age of 23 (SD = 3.8) participated in the
experiment as paid volunteers. Participants were selected if they were between 20 and 30 and if they
weren’t color blind. In teams of two they took part in the experiment. There were three teams of two
women, three groups of one male and one female, and two groups of two men. All participants were
currently doing an academic education or had just graduated. Participants reported that they were using
the computer in average for 16.2 hours per week (SD = 9.32). The self-perceived computer experience was
3.56 (SD = .70) on a Likert scale from 1 to 5 which means that participants thought they were experienced
computer users.

Figure 6 Participants at work
Participants were seated in the same room. They could see each other but weren’t allowed to speak with
each other. Figure 6 shows how the participants worked on the task.

3.2 Task
Goal of the task
The selected task is a classification task in which two human operators on two separate personal
computers have to classify geographical areas according to specific criteria as areas that either needed to
be attacked, helped or left alone by ground troops.
The domain of the task is the classification of areas using UAV images. On the screen real-time images of
the area beneath two UAVs are shown. On real-time computer generated video images different kinds of
objects are depicted, such as tanks and civilians. The identification of the number of each of these object
types is needed to perform the classification.
The task has multiple phases: an advice, a final decision and a feedback phase. In the advice phase both
operators give an advice about what is the proper classification in their view. In the final decision phase
the advice of a decision aid (which can be correct or incorrect) and the advice of his team member are
shown and the operator is again asked to make a classification. This is where reliance is involved: does the
operator make an appropriate reliance decision? Participants were instructed to maximize the number of
correct classifications by either relying on their own advice, on advice of other team member or on
advice of the system.

Interface
Every operator has to classify two areas of two airplanes at the same time. The position of the plane can
be seen on the map (see Figure 7). The map is divided in 10 x 10 areas. These boxes are the areas that
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should be classified. The upper plane starts left up, the second starts left in the mid. The UAVs fly a
predefined route so operators don’t have to pay attention to navigation. The camera footage of the upper
UAV is positioned top right and the other one bottom right.
Overview
map

Camera image of upper
UAV

UAV1

UAV2

Advice of self, system
and team member
Camera image of
bottom UAV

Positive feedback:
classification was correct

Figure 7 Interface

Interaction between human and system
UAV1

C1

H1

UAV2

C2

H2

Figure 8 Interaction between human and system
Two operators (Human1 and Human2) are working together to classify the area. The UAVs fly over an
area and pass on the images of the area right below them.
Two screens next to the map display these images. These images aren’t static, but move with the current
position of the corresponding UAV. The images are analyzed by the system and human for possible
presence of suspicious objects. The camera images are also the same for both operators, so that both
operators have the same input for the classification.
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The choice of two UAVs is based on the consideration that the task may not be too difficult and may not
be too easy for humans to do either alone or completely automatically. Two UAVs make the task more
difficult. It seems simple manual tasks are performed well only if the operator is responsible for only one
UAV (Ruff et al, 2002). On the other hand, people find it very difficult to monitor several UAV displays
(Dixon et al, 2005). Thus, the monitoring of two UAVs should result in the required workload, so that the
operator should use the advice of the decision aid and/or other team member and can’t do the task
completely alone.
One of the most important requirements of the task was that the task should have a strong relation to
trust. In this task three reliance pairs can be distinguished (see Figure 8):
- Reliance on self (‘self’).
- Reliance on the decision aid (‘system’).
- Reliance on classifications which are of responsibility of the other team member (‘other’).
In the task the operator should give an advice about what type of classification he thinks is correct. Next,
also the advice of the system and the other operator are presented. These advices can be correct or
incorrect. In the next phase the operator makes his or her final decision about the classification in which
the advices of system and the other person should be taken into account. Trust is involved in estimating
which one of the agents is trustable. An example of trust behavior is when a person trusts himself and is
denying the advice of the system. This indicates underreliance of the person in the system.

Classification of areas
Operators have to classify as many areas as possible as correct. The following classifications are possible:
• Green: this is a civil area. An appropriate intervention would be to send support to the local
population.
• Yellow: this is an area where it is most safe to take no action, because the area contains (almost)
as many civilians as rebels
• Red: this is an area which is appropriate to attack, because of the presence of rebellious activities.
Table 2 Objects and score
Name of object
Image

Score

Tank

+2

Rebel

+1

Civilian

-1

Person car

-2

In an area different objects can be visible at the same time. In Table 2 the name of the object, an image
and the corresponding score are shown. The rebel and civilian are very similar in order to make the task
harder. The scores of every object in an area should be added to get a total score. Based on the totalscore
the classification is made according to set of rules. These rules are (see Table 3):
 If total score is smaller than -3 this is an appropriate area to send support to the local population,
corresponding color: green.
 If total score is equal to -2 and smaller than 4 the appropriate classification is to 'take no action',
corresponding color: yellow.
 If total score is greater or equal to 4 this area is appropriate to attack, corresponding color: red.
Table 3 Score table
-3 or smaller
Help civilians

-2

-1

0
1
Take no action

2

3

4 or larger
Attack
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Task progress
Operators have only two seconds to take the decision how to classify an area.
A total of 98 classifications have to be done in one experiment. These are 49 classification rounds, because
there are two UAVs. A classification round has the following phases: an advice phase, a final decision
phase and a feedback phase. The position of the UAV defines the beginning and end of every phase.
While the concept of different phases is rather complex they are necessary to measure different trust
aspects and to allow the operator to calibrate his trust in his own performance, performance of the system
and of his/her team member.

Advice phase
In the advice phase both operators and a supporting software agent give an advice about the classification
of an area. Until the area is completely in the picture the advice can be changed. When the area is
completely in the picture the final decision phase starts. It was also possible for the participants to refrain
from giving an advice, but this almost didn’t happen.

Final decision phase
In this phase advice of the operator, advice from the system and advice from the other team member was
communicated to each operator. The advice of the self, other and decision aid was communicated via
dedicated boxes below the camera images (see Figure 9). The advice to attack, help, or do nothing was
communicated by red, green, and yellow, respectively.

Figure 9 One of the UAV images when the task is in the final decision phase with advice of the operator,
decision aid and team member
For example: in Figure 9 the operator advised that the classification should be yellow (take no action), the
advice of the system is also yellow and the advice of the other is red (attack). The operator has to make
the final decision about the classification of the area using the advices he/she had just received. For
example, when the operator had noticed that the other team member performs very badly and he doesn’t
trust himself he chooses to rely on the advice of the system. In this way misuse and disuse of the operator
can be measured.
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Feedback phase

Figure 10 Feedback phase
In the feedback phase the feedback on the final decision of the operator is presented. For example, when
the operator has incorrectly classified the area as 'red' a cross is shown below or above the corresponding
image (see Figure 10). When the classification was correct a green tick is presented. As consequence of
the feedback the operator can change his reliance in his own performance, in the performance of the
decision aid and the performance of the other operator. In this way the feedback phase supports trust
calibration.

Controls
Different keys on the keyboard serve as input for the classifications in advice and
final decision phase. The keys are covered with a sticker in the color of the
classification (see Figure 11). Caps-Lock, Left-Shift and Left-Ctrl serve as input for
the upper UAV. Enter, Right-Shift and Right-Ctrl serve as input for the bottom
UAV.

Figure 11 Controls

Implementation
The task was implemented using GameMaker 8.0. GameMaker is a object-oriented shareware program for
developing 2D and 3D games. GameMaker has also a programming language, GML. Scripts in GML are
added in Appendix A.

3.3 Design
A 3 (support type: No Support NS, Graphical Support GS, Adaptive Automation AA) x 2 (task
performance: poor or good) x 2 (task difficulty: easy and difficult) design was used. Every participant
received every support type (within-subjects). The order of support type was balanced between the
participants in order to reduce effects of fatigue and practice. In this way individual differences didn’t
affect differences between conditions. Three teams received the order NS/GS/AA, three the order,
GS/AA/NS and three teams AA/NS/GS.
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3.4 Independent variables
There are three independent variables: support type, (good /poor) task performers and task difficulty as
willl explained here.

Support type
Three experimental conditions are:
1. No support (NS)
2. Graphical support (GS)
3. Adaptive Automation (AA)

Graphical SSupport
upport
In the task three reliance pairs were distinguished: reliance on self, reliance on other team member and
reliance on system. Users should use the feedback phase to correctly calibrate their trust in self, other and
system. However, it is found that calibrating trust is difficult for humans. The support helps to answer the
question: "Do I have to rely more or less on myself, system or other team member?"
The graphical support changed dynamically based on recent information about the reliance behaviour of
the operator. It is known that monitoring dynamic information can be a cognitively demanding task
which requires the user to examine the currently displayed information and decide whether it has
changed (Bartram, Ware, & Calvert, 2003). That‘s why the design is kept as simple as possible. The
direction of the arrow indicates whether a person should less or more rely on either self, system or other.
If no arrow is visible, no change of trust behavior is necessary.

Figure 12 Graphical Support
The graphical support (see Figure 12) is always visible below the overview map. Every classification
round the appropriateness values for self, other and decision aid are updated. Positive appropriateness
indicates overreliance and negative values underreliance. If for example the appropriateness value of
reliance on self is 0.12 then this means that the operator is overrelying on his own performance. When
these absolute values of the appropriateness values are smaller than a threshold value of 0.08 no arrow is
displayed. These values were chosen based on two pilot experiments with no support. The average of the
over- and underreliance was used as threshold value. In this way it was almost certain that every operator
would see a change of arrows and that the arrows wouldn’t change when appropriateness values were
very small.

Adaptive Automation
Adaptive Automation makes use of different LOAs which are applied adaptively during the task.
Table 4 Interventions

Total trust appropriateness

Level of automation

Small or no difference
Moderate difference
Large difference

LOA1: completely manual
LOA2: management-by-execution
LOA3: completely automatic

The total difference between a normative reliance level and the observed (descriptive) reliance could be
small, moderate or large. Depending on the size of this difference the intervention is also more or less
heavier. Because an immediate shift from manual to automatic control could have negative effects on
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subsequent performance (Hadley et al, 1999) three levels of automation are used: LOA1 (fully manual),
LOA2 (management-by-execution) and LOA3 (fully automatic), see Table 4. If for example the difference
between prescriptive and descriptive model is more than 0.25 than LOA3 is used. Code 2 shows the
implementation code in Gamemaker.
var total_appr;
total_appr = abs(global.aself) + abs(global.aother) +
abs(global.asystem); //based on the appropriateness values of trust in
self, trust in other and trust in system change LOA
global.loa_uav1 = 1;
if total_appr >= 0.25
global.loa_uav1 =
if (total_appr < 0.25
global.loa_uav2 =
if total_appr <= 0.2
global.loa_uav1 =
Code 2 Code used for AA

3;
and total_appr > 0.2)
2;
1;

//performance is low
//change LOA to LOA3
//performance is moderate
//change LOA to LOA2
//performance is high
//change LOA to in LOA1

In LOA2 the operator receives a short time to change the decision of the system. If the operator doesn’t
react in time then the decision of the system is taken over as final decision. When the operator wants his
own reliance decision to be the final decision than the ALT key has to be pressed within 2 seconds.
In LOA3 and in LOA2 when the user didn’t react within time the decision of the system is used as final
reliance decision. This decision is based on the prescriptive values of which define the normative trust
levels of trust in self, other and system. The reliance decision of the operator is used when this value has
the highest prescriptive trust. The advice of the other is used when his prescriptive value is highest. The
advice of the system is used when this prescriptive value is highest, see Code 3.
The final decision that is made by either system or operator is defined as metareliance. In LOA3
metareliance decision is always the system reliance decision as computed in Code 3. In LOA2 the
metareliance decision is the system reliance decision when the operator hasn’t pressed on ALT and is the
reliance decision of the operator when ALT was pressed in time. In graphical and no support the
metareliance decision is always the decision of the operator.
var max_trust;
max_trust = max(global.pself, global.psystem, global.pother);
//define in which information source prescriptive trust is most high
//default system decision is advice of the system
self.system_reliance_decision = self.type;
// in case the system trusts most in the system
if (global.psystem == max_trust) {
self.system_reliance_decision = self.type;
}
// in case the system trusts most in advice of other team member
if (global.pother == max_trust) {
// only use advice of other if other has given an advice
if (global.advice_uav1_other != 3)
self.system_reliance_decision = advice_other;
}
// in case the system trusts most in the operator
if (global.pself == max_trust) {
//if for one reason the operator has not made a reliance decision
then test whether trust in other or in system is higher
if (self.own_reliance_decision == "none") {
max_trust2 = max(global.psystem, global.pother);
if (max_trust2 == global.psystem) {
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self.system_reliance_decision = self.type;
}
else {
if (global.advice_uav1_other != 3)
self.system_reliance_decision = advice_other;
}
}
else
self.system_reliance_decision = self.own_reliance_decision;
}
Code 3 Use of prescriptive model values in Adaptive Automation support

Figure 13 Indication of what level of automation is used on the interface
Every three classification rounds it is checked whether the LOA has to change. The current LOA is
indicated in two ways. First, graphically as depicted in Figure 13. The square around one of the computers
indicates the LOA. The image of the computer is larger when the system takes over more control. Second,
by a text on the interface. For example in Figure 13 LOA3 is indicated with the text “automatic
classification”.

Team performance: good and poor performers
The second independent variable was task performance for good and poor performers. The performance
in the trainings phase was used to classify a subject as a good or a poor performer. The median of the total
number of penalties in the final decision phase of the experiment was used to split the group in two.
People below the median were labeled as good performers and those above the median as poor
performers.

Task difficulty
Task difficulty is changed halfway the experiment, because high task difficulty will lead to a higher
workload. Inappropriate trust is more likely to develop in high workload situations. Another reason for
different levels of task difficulty is that it is interesting to find out whether AA and GS have different
effects for low and high task difficulty (as stated by hypotheses 5 and 6).
In the first part of the experiment the difficulty is easy and the second part is difficult. In the second part
objects (cars, rebels, civilians, and tanks) are partially camouflaged so that they partially blend into the
surroundings by changing the alpha value of the image. Also, the number of objects in an area and the
number of different objects is larger (see Table 5).
Table 5 Task difficulty

Task difficulty
easy
difficult

Average number
of objects
3
6,5

Average number
of different objects
1,66
2,5
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3.5 Dependent variables
Dependent variables are over- and underreliance, team performance and satisfaction of adaptive support.

Over- and underreliance
During the experiment the reliance performance of the operators and system is monitored using
Descriptive Models. Based on feedback about the performance the Prescriptive Model estimates what
should be the current level of trust in both operators and system. Appropriateness values of trust result
from subtracting descriptive values from prescriptive values. These values indicate under- or
overreliance. Suppose that the Descriptive Model determines that someone’s reliance in own performance
is 0.8 and according to Prescriptive Model this value should be 0.6, then the resulting appropriateness
value is 0.2. This is indicates overreliance of the operator in his own performance.
An experiment has 49 classification rounds and for each round the appropriateness values are calculated.
The average of the sum of absolute values of all these appropriateness values forms the dependent variable
over- and underreliance.

Team performance
Team performance is calculated using penalties based on the classification in the final decision phase. If
an operator classifies an area as ‘attack’ and the ground truth is ‘civilian area’ (which actually means that
the chance to shoot civilians is very high if this advice was followed, i.e. a severe error) then the penalty
is 1. If the ground truth is ‘area should be left alone by ground troops’ then the penalty is lower, 0.5 and if
the ground truth is the same as the classification then the penalty is 0. Because performance of an
operator is also dependent on the correctness of the advice of the other team member the performance is
called team performance and not task performance.
The total of penalties in an experiment was normalized to a score for the team performance using
normalisation. The maximum number of penalties is 98. The following formula is used to get a positive
score with minimum 0 and maximum 100: (98 - penalties) x (100/98).
Another team performance measure is completeness. Completeness is defined as the proportion classified
areas of the total of areas (unclassified and classified) in the reliance phase.

Subjective experiences
While this research is mainly focused on objective measurements of performance it is also interesting to
examine the experiences of the users.
After every experiment subjects had to fill in a questionnaire containing general questions about their
task experience. These questions were the same after each experiment. In case of an experiment in
condition GS or AA additional questions were asked about for example satisfaction.
Table 6 Questionnaire questions

questions
General que
stions (Likert scale: 1 – 5)
Perceived task difficulty
Perceived task interest
Self estimated use of advice of the other
Self estimated use of advice of the system

questionss about support types (Likert scale: 1 – 5)
Specific question
Subjective satisfaction about support type:
- terrible – fantastic
- difficult – easy
- frustrating – satisfying
- boring – interesting
Perceived understandability of the support (Likert scale: 1 –7)
I understood the meaning of the support very well.
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Perceived predictability of support (Likert scale: 1 – 7)
This kind of support sometimes behaved in a way I didn’t expected.
Perceived usefulness of graphical support (Likert scale: 1 – 7, only for GS)
The graphical support was a good help.
I found the graphical information very useful.
I used the graphical information to change my decisions.
Perceived feeling of having control of the situation (Likert scale: 1 – 7, only for AA)
In my opinion I was in command of the situation.
I lost control over the situation too often.
I thought I was the one in command of the situation.
The system too often took control of the situation.

End questionnaire
The questionnaire at the end of all experiment conditions contained personal questions about age, gender,
education level, self perceived computer experience (illiterate, beginner, somewhat experienced,
experienced, expert) and average number of hours of using computer per week. Also it contained
questions about their task experience (see Table 7). These questions are added to give – if necessary – an
extra explanation of the performance of the participants.
Table 7 Questions about task experience

Concept

Question in questionnaire

Perceived difficulty of applying classification rules

It was very difficult to apply the classification
rules necessary to classify the areas.
It was awkward to remember the meaning of the
used keys on the keyboard.
The speed of the planes was too high.
It was easy for mistakes to be adjusted.
I had troubling to pay attention to two camera
images.
I paid attention to the feedback (tick or cross).
I used the feedback to check if my end decision
was right.

Perceived difficulty of remembering input keys
Perceived speed of the task
Perceived difficulty of rectifying mistakes
Perceived difficulty of dividing attention
Perceived attention for feedback information
Perceived use of feedback information

3.6 Procedure
The duration of each experiment was approximately 110 minutes. The procedure of the experiment is
summarized in Table 8.
Subjects started with signing a contract and filling in a compensation form. Then they had to read the
first part of the instructions (Appendix B). This part of instructions included details about how an area
should be classified based on certain criteria as described in section 3.2. Understanding of subject's
knowledge about the classification criteria was tested with a questionnaire containing eight classification
examples (see Appendix D). If a subject answered less than six examples correct than he had to fill in a reexamination with eight different examples.
In the next step subjects had to read the final part of the task description (see Appendix C). This task
description covers the interface, controls, information about the advice, final decision and feedback
phase. Again the subjects had to fill in a test containing multiple-choice questions about the task (see
Appendix E). This test was reviewed by the experimenter together with the participant.
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Table 8 Procedure

Activity

Approximate
duration in minutes

Participants
contract
and
compensation form
Reading instruction part 1
Expertise classification criteria
Reading instruction part 2
Test task comprehension
Practice task on computer
Training phase
Break (computer tunes models)
Experiment condition 1
Break
Experiment condition 2

5
10
5
10
5
5
10
10
10
5
10

Break
Experiment condition 3
Concluding questionnaire
Total

5
10
10
110

The subjects practiced five minutes on the computer to become accustomed with the interface, the
controls and the task. The experimenter sat beside the subjects to help and give instructions when
needed.
After practicing the training phase started. In the trainings phase the subjects had to classify all 98 areas
in cooperation with their team member and by using advice of the system. No adaptive support was used
in this phase. The reliance behavior of the subjects was recorded by the server. This information was
necessary to tune the cognitive models with trust parameters which are specific for each individual. The
new trust parameters (initial trust, trust decay, trust flexibility and trust autonomy) were used as input for
the trust function to accurately describe the subject’s behavior in each of the experiment conditions in
stead of the default parameters in the trainings phase. The process of tuning took almost 10 minutes, thus
condition 1 was preceded by a break of 10 minutes.
Condition 1 could be a condition without support, with GS or AA support, depending on the order of
support. Before each condition the experiments received information about this particular condition (see
Appendix F). After participants had read information about graphical support they had to do a short test
to examine if they were able to interpret the graphical information in the correct way (see Appendix G).
Between conditions there was a short break of 5 minutes. At the end of each experiment subjects had to
fill in a questionnaire (see Appendix H).
During the experimental conditions the decision aid was changed (see Table 9). The reliability of the
decision aid changed along with the difficulty of the task. In the first half of the experiment the system
reliability was higher, because the task was easier. In the second half of the experiment the decesion aid
reliability dropped because task difficulty increased.
Table 9 contains the division of decision aid reliability during an experiment. The percentages were
chosen so that there was an increase as well as a decrease of system reliability. Subjects were instructed
that system reliability could change during the experiment.
Table 9 Decision aid reliability and task difficulty

Part of experiment
1-25%
25-50%
50-75%
75-100%

Decision aid reliability

Task difficulty

75%
85%
65%
75%

Easy
Easy
Difficult
Difficult
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4

Results

In this chapter the results of the experiments are reported based on hypotheses described in section 2.7.
In short it was expected that Graphical Support (GS) and Adaptive Automation (AA) would have a
positive effect on team performance and would decrease over- and underreliance. Also different effects
were predicted for good and bad performers and for easy and high task difficulty.

4.1 Over- and underreliance
Hypothesis 1:
Hypothesis 2:

Graphical Support results in a decrease of under- and overreliance.
Adaptive Automation results in a decrease of under- and overreliance.

Figure 14 Over- and underreliance in no support (NS), graphical support (GS) and adaptive automation
(AA) condition
Figure 14 and Table 10 show the means and standard deviations of the amount of underreliance and
overreliance that occurred in all support conditions. As explained in detail in the method section 3.5
over- and underreliance is 0 when no overreliance- or underreliance in self, decision aid or team member
was measured for all classifications.
Figure 14 shows that during NS operators were somewhat more over- and underrelying than during GS
and AA. Also, in AA operators were less over- and underrelying than in GS and the variation between
individuals was smaller than in NS and GS. To know if these differences are significant a repeatedmeasurements ANOVA2 was used to analyze the effects of adaptive support. There was no significant
effect of support type on over- and underreliance, F(2,28) = 1.290, p = 0.29. Post-hoc Bonferroni showed
that differences between NS and GS (H1) and NS and AA (H2) were also not significant. Hypothesis 1 and
2 cannot be accepted. In other words, it has not been proven that GS and AA result in less over- and
underreliance.
Table 10 Over- and underreliance

Mean

SD

No support

,263

,033

Graphical Support

,253

,036

Adaptive Automation

,219

,019

Grand mean

,245

,025

2

ANOVA Repeated-measurements was also used for the remainder of all statistical tests.
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4.2 Team performance
Hypothesis 3:
Hypothesis 4:

Graphical Support improves team performance.
Adaptive Automation improves team performance.

Figure
Figure 15 Team performance in NS, GS and AA
Team performance could vary between 0 and 100. A team performance of 100 means that an operator had
made no mistake in one of the classifications in the reliance phase. As can be seen in Figure 15 and Table
11 differences between team performance in NS, GS and AA were very small.
There was no significant effect of support type on team performance. ANOVA reported F(2,26) = 1.92, p =
.16. Also differences between NS and GS (p = .36) and between NS and AA (p = 1) aren’t significant
according to Bonferroni post-hoc tests. Hypothesises 3 en 4 can’t be accepted, thus we can’t conclude that
GS and AA improved team performance.
Table 11 Team performance

Team performance

Mean

SD

No support

86,77

1,91

Graphical Support

89,68

1,27

Adaptive Automation

86,95
87,80

1,43
1,23

Grand mean

Completeness

Figure 16 Completeness
In condition with no support 96,5% of the areas were classified, in condition with GS 98% and in
condition with AA 99,99% (see Figure 16 and Table 11). The results show that completeness wasn’t
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significantly affected by the type of support, although a tendency effect was present: F(1.28, 17.9) = 3.52,
p = .07.
Table 12 Completeness

Team performance
No support
Graphical Support
Adaptive Automation

Mean

SD

0,96
0,98
0,99

0,056
0,024
0,001

4.3 Low and high task difficulty
Hypothesis 5:

Hypothesis 6:

The increase in team performance in Graphical Support compared to no support will be
different for classifications of low task difficulty compared to classifications of high task
difficulty.
The increase in team performance in Adaptive Automation support compared to no
support will be higher for classifications of high task difficulty than for classifications of
low task difficulty.

As intended team performance was higher for high task difficulty than for low task difficulty, because
there was found a significant main effect of task difficulty on team performance: F(1,26) = 60.334, p <
0.001. Also there was a significant interaction effect of task difficulty and support type on team
performance: F(2,26) = 4.199, p < .05. This effect demonstrated that task difficulty had a different effect
depending on which type of support was used.

AA
Figure 17 Task difficulty and team performance
It was predicted by hypothesis 5 that the increase in task performance in GS compared to no support
would be differ for classifications of low task difficulty than for classifications of high task difficulty. The
increase in team performance for GS and easy task difficulty was 1.75 compared to AA and the increase
for high task difficulty was 1.17 (see also Table 13). However, contrasts revealed that these differences
weren’t significant, F(1,13) = 3.44, p = 0.46.
It was expected that in case of high task difficulty the benefits of AA for team performance would be
higher than in case of low task difficulty compared to no support (H6). With high task difficulty the
increase in performance compared to NS was negative for AA (-2.187) and was positive (1.2) for easy task
difficulty. Contrasts revealed that the increase in team performance with AA compared to NS with easy
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task difficulty team performance was significantly higher than with high task difficulty, F(1,13) = 9.258, p
< .01, r = .57. Hypothesis 6 can’t be accepted because the difference was differently from the expectation.
An explanation for the difference between easy and high task difficulty in AA could be that the
percentage of time that the task was in a particular LOA differed. It may be that during high task
difficulty the system more often took over the task. In Figure 18 the percentage of the time that the task
was in a particular LOA (1. manual, 2 Management-by-Execution, 3. fully automatic) is depicted for easy
and high difficulty. However, there was no significant interaction between LOA and task difficulty, so
this explanation doesn’t hold.
0,6

% of task

0,5
0,4
Easy

0,3

Difficult

0,2
0,1
0
1

2

3

LOA

Figure 18 Percentage of the task in which a LOA was used for easy and high task difficulty
Table 13 Task difficulty and task performance

Task

Mean

difficulty
No Support
Graphical Support
Adaptive Automation

Difference with

SD

no support

easy

94,20

4,01

difficult

92,56

3,41

easy

95,95

+1.75

2,47

difficult

93,73

+1.17

2,60

easy

95,41

-2.19

2,97

difficult

91,54

+1.20

2,79
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4.4 Poor and good performers
Hypothesis 7:
Hypothesis 8:

The increase in team performance when using Graphical Support compared to no
support will be higher for good performers than for poor performers.
The increase in team performance when using Adaptive Automation compared to no
support will be higher for poor performers than for good performers.

Based on the performance of subjects in the trainings phase were divided in poor and good performers.
There was a significant difference between the performance of poor and good performers: F(1,12) = 5.166,
p < .05. This was measured with a repeated-measurement ANOVA with type of performer as betweensubjects variable and type of support as within-subjects variable.

Figure
Figure 19 Team performance of poor and good performers
Poor performers benefited from GS as well as from AA as can been seen in Figure 19, although not
significant. Good performers benefited somewhat from GS and didn’t benefit from AA (see Figure 19 and
Table 14). However, the interaction between type of performer and support type wasn’t significant:
F(2,24) = 0.804, p = .45, using within-subjects contrasts. So hypothesises 7 and 8 can’t be accepted,
because the patterns were due to chance variation.
Table 14 Team performance for poor and good performers

performer

Mean

Difference with

SD

no support
No support

Graphical Support

Adaptive Automation

poor

82,57

9,04

good

89,92

3,19

poor

87,41

+4,84

3,00

good

91,39

+1,47

5,28

poor

85,03

+2,46

2,59

good

88,39

-1,53

6,52
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Task performance of operator, system and metareliance
Hypothesis 9:

In Adaptive Automation support the reliance performance of the system is higher than
reliance performance of the operator.
Hypothesis 10: In Adaptive Automation support reliance making performance based on metareliance is
higher than reliance performance of the system.

Figure 20 Task performance of operator, system and metareliance DM
In this graph (see Figure 20) the task performance of the operator, the system and metareliance in
condition of AA are depicted. It can be seen that the meta reliance was related to the highest task
performance. Meta reliance and reliance of the operator almost led to the same performance. Different
reliance decision makers (operator, system and metareliance) had a significant effect on performance at
the p <.05 level, F(1.153,14.9) = 5.17.
Post-hoc Bonferonni showed that the difference between operator performance and reliance of the
system wasn’t significant, p = .171. Hypothesis 9 can’t be accepted. In other words it wasn’t demonstrated
that decision aid’s performance was higher than operator’s performance.
The difference between reliance system and meta-reliance isn’t significant (p = .07), but is in expected
direction. Hypothesis 10 can’t be accepted.
Table 15 Reliance performance operator, system and meta reliance

Mean

SD

Reliance performance operator

86,08

7,27

Reliance performance system

78,24

8,66

Meta reliance performance

86,95

5,34
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4.5 Learning effects

Figure 21 Learning effects
Figure 21 shows that team performance is higher in trainings phase and consequent experiment
conditions (not taking into account which kind of support was used). ANOVA repeated measured showed
that this learning effect is significant, F(1.582, 22.148) = 7.521, p < .01. Bonferroni tests were used to
investigate the differences between training and experiment conditions (within-subjects): only
differences between training and experiment 3 (p < .05), experiment 1 and experiment 3 (p < .05) were
significant. Data of the trainings phase wasn’t used to validate the hypotheses so this finding doesn’t
hinder internal validity.

4.6 Satisfaction support types
How the participants experienced the graphical support and adaptive automation support is reported
here. A Likert-scale of 1 to 7 was used and most didn’t use the minumum or the maximum values. In
general, GS was judged as more positive (more fantastic, easier and more satisfying) than AA , although
differences between GS and AA were very small.

Figure 22 Satisfaction support types
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Perceived understandability was high for graphical support and moderate for AA (see Table 16).
Perceived predictability was almost the same for both support types. Perceived usefulness of GS was low.
Perceived feeling of having control (Cronbach’s alpha 0.91) over the situation in AA was moderate.
Participants didn’t feel completely controlled by the system in AA (Cronbach’s alpha 0.85), although they
also didn’t feel completely in command by themselves.
Table 16 Satisfaction support types (Likert scale 1 to 7)

Graphical Support
Mean
SD

Automation
Adaptive Auto
mation
Mean
SD

Perceived understandability

5,60

1,24

4,18

1,33

Perceived predictability

4,38

2,14

4,53

1,41

2,96

1,38

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

4,37

1,40

Perceived usefulness graphical
support
Perceived feeling of having
control of the situation

4.7 Questionnaires task experience
At the end of the task people filled in a questionnaire about their task experience. Table 17 contains the
results. It was found that people didn’t find the classification rules very difficult. Also they didn’t find it
awkward to remember the meaning of the controls on the keyboard. It seems that problems in
performance most likely aren’t related to the difficulty of classification rules or the difficulty of
remembering the keys. These problems are more likely related to the speed of the planes and paying
attention to two camera images at the same time. The table also shows H that people reported to have
paid attention to the feedback and used feedback in their decisions.
Table 17 Task experience (Likert scale 1 to 7)
Perceived difficulty of applying
classification rules
Perceived difficulty of remembering input
keys
Perceived speed of the task
Perceived difficulty of rectifying mistakes
Perceived difficulty of dividing attention
Perceived attention for feedback
information
Perceived use of feedback information

Mean

SD

4,00

1,61

2,61

1,46

4,39
4,44
4,78
5,67

1,34
1,15
1,11
1,41

6,11

0,90
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Conclusion and discussion

In this research two different forms of adaptive team support were developed, graphical support and
adaptive automation to help operators when they were estimated to over- or underrely on information
sources. Main goals of this research were to find out what the effects of GS and AA (based on reliance
decision making) are for team performance.
Team performance in Graphical Support and Adaptive Automation was somewhat higher compared to no
support. However, these differences weren’t significant. No effects of support (graphical or adaptive
automation) were found on over- and overreliance.
By examining the effects of team performance it was also validated if team performance had a different
effect for high or low task difficulty, and for good and poor performers.
Low or high task difficulty had no significant different effect on team performance for graphical support.
A different result was found for adaptive automation, because contrary to the expectation, team
performance decreased in case of high task difficulty and increased in case of easy task difficulty when
compared with NS. An explanation could not be found in the different use of LOAs for easy and high task
difficulty. The effect of both graphical support and adaptive automation on team performance compared
to no support didn’t differ between poor and good performers.
The results don’t confirm the expectation that graphical support and adaptive automation has a positive
effect on team performance. The results also can’t lead to the conclusion that adaptive team support has
negative consequences for team performance.
Some explanations are given for the results. First, the task could have been too easy. decision aid
performance was around 75% while most operators performed above 80%. Trust is relative so operators
had few reasons to rely on either decision aid or other team member. Thus, operators didn’t benefit much
from support because their performance was already high. On the other hand, effects of support type also
weren’t found in the difficult part of the experiment.
Second, the adaptive support may not be designed in the right way. There are many factors involved in
designing good adaptive support. Issues as threshold settings for inducing support and system
characteristics, interface design, correctness of tuning parameters, a complex task, a team setting and
individual differences (competency, age, personality) create a complex and realistic setting. The
participants reported that the graphical support wasn’t very useful.
Third, attention problems are likely to have occurred during the task. The participants stated in the
survey that they had difficulty with dividing their attention between the two camera images. During the
task participants also needed to switch their attention to the objects on camera images, the three different
advices, the feedback and the overview map. This task is very hard and a seriously concern is that
operators didn’t pay much attention to the advice of the graphical support. Therefore, in future research
one is encouraged to use different kind of modalities (auditory, visual, kinaesthetic) for task and support
information. Instead of using graphics only sounds could have been added to indicate to the operators
that they needed to pay attention to the support information.
It is difficult to generalize the results of this research. At least it is certain that one may not conclude that
adaptive team support ‘will never work’. This research used two specific forms of adaptive team support,
Graphical Support and Adaptive Automation, and it is a good possibility that other forms of adaptive team
support will be found of benefit in future research. Also a very specific classification task was used in a
team setting where operators were challenged to appropriate rely on decision aid and their team
members. Therefore, the findings don’t easy generalize to other domains.
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Settings of adaptation were based on measurements of reliance. In doing this, it was assumed that trust is
an important factor influencing reliance as have been argued by other researchers. However, there are
also other variables than trust that mediate the relationship between beliefs and behaviours (Lee & See,
2004), e.g. psychological and environmental factors that haven’t been used here. Examples are workload,
environmental variability (e.g. weather conditions, automation failures, information about maintenance
history of automation) and self-confidence.
It is hard to define another factor that could be measured during the experiment to improve the cognitive
modelling of trust. Subjective assessments of workload and self-confidence during the task could have
added, because they also influence the intention to rely on automation. For example, a person could
choose to rely on his member, not because he doesn’t trust his own performance, but because his own
workload is too high. A disadvantage of such assessments is that they interrupt the task.
A suggestion for future resarch in adaptive systems is to make more systematic comparisons of
characteristics of the support and not just comparising two different kinds of support. Such characteristics
are adaptive strategy, the triggering algorithm and decision stability of the support. This will answer
question as: “It is better for human performance to invoke a different LOA based on task performance,
human operator workload or a combination?” and “Should a threshold for invoking support be the same
for all operators or should they be invoked when individuals performs below their average
performance?”,
A drawback of this study is that it is unknown whether the changes (although not significant) in team
performance were due to the support or that the presence of the support causes participants to behave in
a different way. In Adaptive Automation it may have been the case that team members were working
harder, because they knew that if they would fail the system took over their task. Therefore, the
suggestion is that in future comparisions of adaptive support one also includes a ‘dummy’, non-adaptive,
version of the support. That is a version that behaves randomly and does not takes into account the actual
behavior of the user. In this way it can be known whether it was the adaptive component of the support
that increased the performance or the presence of the support.
In this research the focus was on effects of adaptive support on over- and underreliance and team
performance. Future research could also include other human performance measures such as situation
awareness and workload in order to get a complete picture of effects of adaptive support.
More research is needed to find out how adaptive support can be designed effectively. Because adaptive
support is often very domain- and task specific this isn’t an easy task. However it should be possible to
generate generic guidelines. Despite some drawbacks of this study the findings are still important by
showing how adaptive support can be designed, implemented and tested.
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Appendix A Source Code
/*
Goal: taking care that the position of UAV1 on the overview map is the
same as the position of the UAV on the camera images
*/
corr_x = 0; //sometimes a correction of x value is necessary
if (round(obj_uav1.direction) == 0 && obj_uav1.x < 570) {
corr_x = 150;
}
if (round(obj_uav1.direction) == 180 && obj_uav1.x >30) {
corr_x = -150;
}
// when moving down and advice phase is not recognized correctly:
if (round(obj_uav1.direction) == 270 && advice_shown = 0) {
advice_shown = 1;
alarm[0] = 150; //alarm voor tonen advies
current_box_y = current_box_y + 300;
}
if (round(obj_uav1.direction) == 270 && advice_shown = 1) {
self.hor_box_count = round((self.x) div global.width_detail_box);
if self.hor_box_count == 10
self.hor_box_count = 9;
self.ver_box_count = round((self.y - global.start_y_map + correction)
div global.height_detail_box);
if self.ver_box_count == 10
self.ver_box_count = 9;
}
//move UAV towards the calculated point with speed 2
move_towards_point((obj_uav1.x*5)+corr_x,(obj_uav1.y*5)+950,2);
/*
Goal: find out what the intervention score of an area is
Output: ground_truth{safe, hostile}
Used in: advice phase of controller UAV objects
*/
var start_x, start_y, end_x, end_y, intervention_score, dropzone;
intervention_score = 0;
//the score of the appropriateness of an
intervention
current_x = self.x;
current_y = self.y - 800;

//x position air plane
//y position air plane

start_x = (current_x)- (current_x mod 300);
start_y = current_y - (current_y mod 300) + 800;
self.ground_truth = "yellow";

//when no objects in the area

end_x = start_x + 300;
end_y = start_y + 300;
//check the presence of each of the possible objects
with(obj_carrebel) {
//check if a obj_carrebel is positioned in the area we're interested
in
if(x >= start_x and x <= end_x and y >=start_y and y <= end_y) {
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intervention_score += 2;
}
}
with(obj_carperson) {
if(x >= start_x and x <= end_x
intervention_score -= 2;
}
}
with(obj_rebel) {
if(x >= start_x and x <= end_x
intervention_score += 1;
}
}
with(obj_person) {
if(x >= start_x and x <= end_x
intervention_score -= 1;
}
}

and y >=start_y and y <= end_y) {

and y >=start_y and y <= end_y) {

and y >=start_y and y <= end_y) {

if (intervention_score <-2)
self.ground_truth = "green";
if (intervention_score >=-2 and intervention_score <4)
self.ground_truth = "yellow";
if intervention_score >=4
self.ground_truth = "red";
/*
Goal: depending on the reliability of the UAV give type of advice of the
system which can be correct or incorrect
Input: ground truth of an area; i.e. the correct classification
Output: type of classification (green/yellow/red)
Used in: controller_uav
*/
var counter, filename;
str = string(0);
global.number_of_classifications = global.number_of_classifications + 1;
//filename of a file containing lines with 0 and 1; 0 indicating system
gives wrong advice; 1 indicating good advice
fname
= "reliability_type1.txt";
fileid = file_text_open_read(fname);
counter = 0;
while( counter < global.number_of_classifications) {
file_text_readln(fileid);
counter = counter +1;
}
str = file_text_read_string(fileid);
//string with 0 or 1
file_text_close(fileid);
if (self.ground_truth == "green") { //ground truth: the truth about which
classification is correct
if (str == "1") {
//str = 1 means that advice of the
system is the same as the ground truth
self.type = "green";
//advice system is green
}
else {
//if string is not 1 then choose
random another advice
if (floor(random(2)) = 0)
self.type = "yellow";
else
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self.type = "red";
}
}
if (self.ground_truth == "red") {
if (str == "1") {
self.type = "red";
}
else {
if (floor(random(2)) = 0)
self.type = "green";
else
self.type = "yellow";
}
}
if (self.ground_truth == "yellow") {
if (str == "1") {
self.type = "yellow";
}
else {
if (floor(random(2)) = 0)
self.type = "green";
else
self.type = "red";
}
}
/*
Goal: computer defines reliance decision based on trust values of pmodels
Input: advice from other, advice from self, advice from system,
prescriptive values of self, other and system
Output: system reliance decision
The maximum trust value is used, trust in self is given priority above
trust in other and system.
The value self.model_reliance_decision is used in LOA2 if the operator
does not trust his own reliance decision and in LOA 3.
*/
var max_trust;
max_trust = max(global.pself, global.psystem, global.pother);
switch (global.advice_uav1_other) {
case 0: advice_other = "green"; break;
case 1: advice_other = "yellow"; break;
case 2: advice_other = "red"; break;
case 3: advice_other = "green";
}
//default value:
self.system_reliance_decision = self.type;
// in case the system trust most in the operator
if (global.psystem == max_trust) {
self.system_reliance_decision = self.type;
}
if (global.pother == max_trust) {
// not use advice of other if he has not given an advice
if (global.advice_uav1_other != 3)
self.system_reliance_decision = advice_other;
}
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if (global.pself == max_trust) {
//if for one reason or another the operator has not make an reliance
decision then use other
if (self.own_reliance_decision == "none") {
max_trust2 = max(global.psystem, global.pother);
if (max_trust2 == global.psystem) {
self.system_reliance_decision = self.type;
}
else {
if (global.advice_uav1_other != 3)
self.system_reliance_decision = advice_other;
}
}
else
self.system_reliance_decision = self.own_reliance_decision;
}
//system reliance decision is in the form green yellow red, that should
be translated for the reliance_system var
switch (self.system_reliance_decision) {
case "green": reliance_system = 0; break;
case "yellow": reliance_system = 1; break;
case "red": reliance_system = 2; break;
}
/*
Graphical Support script
*/
obj_support_self.image_index = 0;
obj_support_system.image_index = 0;
obj_support_other.image_index = 0;
global.arrow1 = 0; //will be communicated in reliance phase
global.arrow2 = 0;
global.arrow3 = 0;
if (global.aself <= -0.08) {
obj_support_self.image_index = 1;
global.arrow1 = 1;
}
else if (global.aself >= 0.08) {
obj_support_self.image_index = 2;
global.arrow1 = -1;
}

//underreliance --> arrow up

//overreliance --> arrow down

if (global.asystem <= -0.08) {
obj_support_system.image_index = 1; //underreliance --> arrow up
global.arrow2 = 1;
}
else if (global.asystem >= 0.08) {
obj_support_system.image_index = 2; //overreliance --> arrow down
global.arrow2 = -1;
}
if (global.aother <= -0.08) {
obj_support_other.image_index = 1; //underreliance --> arrow up
global.arrow3 = 1;
}
else if (global.aother >= 0.08) {
obj_support_other.image_index = 2; break; //overreliance --> arrow
down
global.arrow3 = 1;
}
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/*
Adaptive LOA
Based on the sum of absolute values of appropriateness score of self,
other and system change the LOA. This is done after 3 classifications.
*/
var total_appr;
total_appr
=
abs(global.aself)
+
abs(global.aother)
abs(global.asystem); //based on this score change LOA

+

global.loa_uav2 = 1;
if total_appr >= 0.25
global.loa_uav2 =
if (total_appr < 0.25
global.loa_uav2 =
if total_appr <= 0.2
global.loa_uav2 =

3;
and total_appr > 0.2)
2;
1;
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Appendix B Description of the task Part 1
Inleiding
Het doel van dit onderzoek is meer te weten te komen over hoe mensen
vertrouwensbeslissingen nemen en hoe we ze daarmee het beste kunnen helpen. De
resultaten van dit onderzoek zouden veel toepassingen kunnen hebben in
taakomgevingen waarin meerdere mensen en computers samenwerken om tot
oplossingen te komen.

Opbouw
In totaal zal het experiment maximaal 2 uur duren. Vanaf nu zal de opbouw van het
experiment als volgt zijn:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lezen beschrijving van de taak deel 1
Oefening met de criteria
Lezen beschrijving van de taak deel 2
Test begrip van taak
Persoonsverklaring invullen
Oefenen op de computer
Trainingsfase (10 min)
Invullen vragenlijst trainingsfase
Korte pauze (5 min)

•
•
•
•

Beschrijving deel 1 lezen
Experiment onderdeel 1 (10 min)
Invullen vragenlijst deel 1
Korte pauze (5 min)

•
•
•
•

Beschrijving deel 2 lezen
Experiment onderdeel 2 (10 min)
Invullen vragenlijst deel 2
Korte pauze (5 min)

•
•
•
•

Beschrijving deel 3 lezen
Experiment onderdeel 3 (10 min)
Invullen vragenlijst deel 3
Afsluitende vragenlijst
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Beschrijving van de taak
Je bent een van de twee operators van twee onbemande vliegtuigen. Met deze vliegtuigen
gaan jullie een groot gebied verkennen. Het gebied is opgedeeld in verschillende kleinere
gebieden. Het doel is om samen zoveel mogelijk gebieden zo goed mogelijk te
classificeren. Op basis van een aantal criteria bepaal je of een gebied geschikt is om aan
te vallen, om hulp naar toe te sturen of om niks te doen.
Bewapende grondtroepen moeten gestuurd worden naar gebieden met veel rebellen,
maar weer niet naar gebieden waar ook veel gewone burgers zijn, want dan is het risico
dat bij een aanval ook burgers worden betrokken te groot.
De volgende classificaties zijn mogelijk:
-

groen: geschikt gebied om burgers te helpen met opbouw
geel: geen actie ondernemen: er is geen reden toe of de missie zal niet effectief
kunnen zijn
rood: geschikt gebied om aan te vallen

De besturing van de vliegtuigen is volledig automatisch, daar hoef je dus niks aan te doen.
Onder de vliegtuigen zijn camera’s geplaatst. Van beide vliegtuigen worden de
videobeelden op het computerscherm getoond.

Uitleg van de criteria
In een gebied kunnen verschillende objecten tegelijk zichtbaar zijn:

Tank

+2

Rebel

+1

Burger

-1

Personenauto

-2

Voor elk object die je in een vakje ziet is er een bijbehorende score. Bijvoorbeeld: elke
burger levert 1 aftrekpunt op. Door alles op te tellen kom je op een totaalscore per vakje.
Op basis van die totaalscore neem je de beslissing welke classificatie er bij het gebied
hoort. Dat doe je op basis van de volgende regels:
 Als de totaalscore kleiner of gelijk is dan -3, dan moet het gebied geclassificeerd
worden als geschikt gebied om burgers te helpen.
 Als de totaalscore groter of gelijk is aan -2 en kleiner is dan 4, dan is de
bijbehorende classificatie ‘geen actie ondernemen’.
 Als de totaalscore groter of gelijk is aan 4 dan is het gebied geschikt om aan te
vallen.
-3 or smaller
Help civilians

-2

-1

0
1
Take no action

2

3

4 or larger
Attack

 Leer de punten voor de objecten en de regels uit je hoofd. Hierna volgt een toets.
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Appendix C Description of the task Part 2
Deel 2 Beschrijving van de taak
Nu volgt deel 2 van de beschrijving. Aan het eind van deze beschrijving volgt een test om te kijken of
je alles goed begrepen hebt.

Overzicht van het scherm
Je hebt nu gezien dat het in deze taak gaat om het classificeren van gebieden op basis van een aantal criteria.
Hoe dit op het computerscherm er uit ziet wordt hier getoond.
Er zijn twee vliegtuigen. Het eerste vliegtuig start linksboven, de tweede links in het midden. Beide vliegtuigen
vliegen eerst naar rechts totdat ze niet meer verder komen en gaan dan verder met de rij eronder en vliegen dan
weer naar links. Het camerabeeld van het bovenste vliegtuig zie je rechtsboven en die van het onderste vliegtuig
rechtsonder. Het camerabeeld beweegt mee met de positie van de vliegtuigen.
In het linkerdeel van het scherm zie je een grote kaart van 10 bij 10 gebieden. Deze gebieden moet je allemaal
classificeren. De positie van het middelpunt van het vakje geeft aan om welk gebied het gaat op de kaart.

Camarabeeld van het
bovenste vliegtuig
Een van de twee
bewegende
vliegtuigen

Een van de
twee
bewegende
vliegtuigen

Positieve
feedback:
Negatieve feedback:
classificatie was goed classificatie was
verkeerd

Camarabeeld van het
onderste vliegtuig

Middelpunt geeft
gebied aan over
welk gebied het
systeem
zijn
advies geeft
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Verloop van de taak
De taak op de computer bestaat uit verschillende fasen die elk vragen om een andere
reactie. Deze fasen zijn de adviesfase, de eindbeslissingsfase en de feedbackfase. Het
vliegtuig beweegt horizontaal en afhankelijk van welk deel van het vakje in beeld is wordt de
fase bepaald. De fasen zijn precies hetzelfde voor beide schermen van de twee vliegtuigen.

Fase 1: Adviesfase
In deze fase geef je advies over wat volgens jou de classificatie van een gebied zou
moeten zijn. Deze fase begint op het moment dat het vakje halverwege in beeld is en onder
de crosshair (het kruisje op het middelpunt) staat totdat het vakje volledig in beeld is. Voor
het eind van de fase moet je een advies hebben gegeven.
Richting van het vliegtuig 

Start van de adviesfase
De positie van de crosshair geeft aan dat het gaat om het rechtervakje.
Nadat door middel van het toetsenbord is aangegeven wat je advies is verschijnt je eigen
advies in beeld. Totdat het vakje helemaal in beeld is kan je het advies nog veranderen.
Je teamgenoot geeft in deze fase ook advies over precies hetzelfde vakje.
.
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Fase 2: Eindbeslissingsfase
De eindbeslissingsfase begint als het vakje
volledig in beeld is en eindigt op het moment dat
het vakje halverwege in beeld komt. Advies van
jezelf, van het systeem en van de ander persoon
verschijnen ook in beeld. In deze fase neem je de
eindbeslissing over de classificatie van het
vakje. Als er eenmaal een beslissing genomen is
kan je deze wijzigen tot de feedbackfase begint.
Deze fase duurt totdat het vakje weer bijna
halverwege is.
Onder in het scherm zijn de adviezen zichtbaar.
De kleur van het vakje met systeem geeft aan
welk advies het autoclassify systeem geeft voor
het vakje waar het middelpunt in staat. Dit advies
hoeft echter niet altijd de waarheid te zijn: het
systeem kan een fout maken. Als het advies wit
is, dan betekent dat er geen advies is ingevuld.

Fase 3: Feedbackfase
In de feedbackfase wordt het resultaat van de
classificatie in de eindbeslissingsfase laten zien op
de kaart en naast het camerabeeld zoals hier
weergegeven. De fase is afgelopen als de
crosshair op de lijn is gekomen van het volgende
vakje. Dan begint de adviesfase van het volgende
vakje.
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Knoppen
Op het toetsenbord zijn zes toetsen aangegeven die je gebruikt om je advies en
eindbeslissing door te geven. De linkertoetsen zijn voor het eerste onbemande vliegtuig en
de tweede voor het tweede onbemande vliegtuigje.
Bovenste vliegtuig:
• CapsLock = groen: stuur troepen om burgers te helpen
• Linker-Shift = geel: geen actie ondernemen
• Linker-Ctrl = rood: geschikt gebied om aan te vallen
Onderste vliegtuig:
• Enter = groen: stuur troepen om burgers te helpen
• Rechter-Shift = geel: geen actie ondernemen
• Rechter-Ctrl = rood: geschikt gebied om aan te vallen
Let op:
- Je hebt beperkte tijd om advies en eindbeoordeling door te geven.
- Je eindbeslissing kan fout of goed zijn, maar de kwaliteit van het advies hangt ook af
van hoe erg de fout is: als je bijvoorbeeld een gebied classificeert als geschikt om
aan te vallen (rood), maar er zitten veel burgers (groen) dan telt dit zwaarder dan als
je het als het geclassificeerd hebt als ‘geen actie ondernemen’ (geel).
- Het advies dat het systeem geeft hoeft niet altijd goed te zijn, net als het advies van
de ander.
- Het eerste vakje kun je niet classificeren.
Het doel is om met z’n tweeën er voor te zorgen dat de gehele kaart zo goed mogelijk
geclassificeerd wordt. Als je nog vragen hebt over het experiment kan je ze nu stellen.
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Appendix D Exercise classification criteria
Oefening met criteria: geef de score per vakje en je advies

Score: ……
Advies:
[ ] geschikt gebied om burgers te helpen
[ ] geen actie ondernemen
[ ] geschikt gebied om aan te vallen

Score: ……
Advies:
[ ] geschikt gebied om burgers te helpen
[ ] geen actie ondernemen
[ ] geschikt gebied om aan te vallen

Score: ……
Advies:
[ ] geschikt gebied om burgers te helpen
[ ] geen actie ondernemen
[ ] geschikt gebied om aan te vallen

Score: ……
Advies:
[ ] geschikt gebied om burgers te helpen
[ ] geen actie ondernemen
[ ] geschikt gebied om aan te vallen
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Score: ……
Advies:
[ ] geschikt gebied om burgers te helpen
[ ] geen actie ondernemen
[ ] geschikt gebied om aan te vallen

Score: ……
Advies:
[ ] geschikt gebied om burgers te helpen
[ ] geen actie ondernemen
[ ] geschikt gebied om aan te vallen

Score: ……
Advies:
[ ] geschikt gebied om burgers te helpen
[ ] geen actie ondernemen
[ ] geschikt gebied om aan te vallen

Score: ……
Advies:
[ ] geschikt gebied om burgers te helpen
[ ] geen actie ondernemen
[ ] geschikt gebied om aan te vallen
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Appendix E Test task comprehension
Toets begrip van de taak en de interface
De volgende vragen hebben betrekking op dit
plaatje:

De volgende drie vragen hebben betrekking op
dit plaatje:

1. Wat betekent het gele vakje met ‘jezelf’?
 A. De persoon achter deze computer heeft
de eindbeslissing gemaakt om het gebied met
geel te classificeren.
 B. De persoon achter deze computer heeft
het advies gegeven om het gebied met geel te
classificeren.
 C. De computer raadt jou aan om het gebied
te classificeren met geel.

4. Wat is de betekenis van het witte vakje met
‘ander’?
 A. Teamgenoot wist het goede antwoord niet.
 B. Teamgenoot stelt voor het gebied te
classificeren met wit.
 C. Teamgenoot heeft niet op tijd een advies
gegeven.

2. Wat betekent het rode vakje met ‘ander’
erin?
 A. De classificatie van de andere persoon
was verkeerd.
 B. De andere persoon denkt dat het gebied
geclassificeerd moet worden met rood
 C. Je teamgenoot heeft niets ingevuld.
3. Waarvoor is de crosshair (het kruisje in het
midden) nodig?
 A. Geeft aan wat het midden van het gebied
is.
 B. Geeft aan of het gebied links of rechts van
de stippellijn geclassificeerd moet worden.
 C. Verdwijnt als het vakje volledig in beeld
is.

5. In welke fase bevindt het experiment zich op
dit plaatje?
 A. Eindbeoordelingsfase
 B. Feedbackfase
 C. Adviesfase
 D. Dat kun je niet weten.
6. Is het mogelijk om in de adviesfase je advies
nog te wijzigen als je die eenmaal hebt
gegeven?
 A. Nee.
 B. Ja, dat kan altijd
 C. Ja, totdat de eindbeoordelingsfase
begint.
7. Wat betekent dit vakje op
de overzichtskaart?
 A. Het gebied is
geclassificeerd met rood en
de bijbehorende feedback
maakt duidelijk dat het
groen had moeten zijn.
 B. Het gebied is geclassificeerd met rood en
de bijbehorende feedback is dat dit goed was.
 C. Het gebied is verkeerd geclassificeerd,
het had rood moeten zijn.

Appendix F Explanation support conditions
No support

Experimentbeschrijving
 Dit deel van het experiment verloopt hetzelfde als in de trainingsfase.
 Er is geen extra vorm van ondersteuning.
 De opdracht is om geconcentreerd te werken en door samenwerking zoveel
mogelijk goede classificaties te maken.
Graphical support

Ondersteuningstype: grafische ondersteuning

Deze ondersteuning geeft feedback over je vertrouwensgedrag. Het geeft antwoord op de
vraag: “Moet ik meer of minder vertrouwen op mijzelf, het systeem en het andere teamlid?”
Op basis van de resultaten van de afgelopen classificaties en berekent het computermodel
of je vertrouwen in jezelf, in het systeem en in het andere teamlid goed was. De richting
van de pijl geeft aan of je meer dan wel minder moet vertrouwen op jezelf, het systeem of
de ander. Als er geen pijl zichtbaar is dan is er geen verandering van het
vertrouwensgedrag nodig.
Voorbeelden
In het voorbeeld geeft de pijl omhoog bij aan dat je meer op eigen
advies moet vertrouwen, omdat je beter presteert.

Dit geeft aan dat je minder moet vertrouwen op het advies van het
systeem, omdat het systeem minder goed presteert.
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Een leeg vakje geeft aan dat jouw vertrouwensgedrag niet
aangepast hoeft te worden.

Laatste aanwijzingen voor het experiment na de toets over deze ondersteuning:
 Dit deel van het experiment duurt 10 minuten
 Extra hulpmiddel in dit experiment is deze grafische ondersteuning.
 De opdracht is om geconcentreerd te werken en door samenwerking zoveel
mogelijk goede classificaties te maken.
Adaptive Automation support

Ondersteuningstype: Dynamisch aanpassen van niveau van
autoriteit in de eindbeoordelingsfase
Afhankelijk van de juistheid van vertrouwensgedrag van de operator wordt aangepast van
wie de eindbeoordeling wordt overgenomen op de kaart. Dit is alleen van toepassing op de
eindbeoordelingsfase. Voor de adviesfase en feedbackfase verandert er niets.
Er zijn drie niveaus mogelijk in de eindbeoordelingsfase:
1) Handmatige classificatie
Dit is de normale manier waarbij de mens bepaalt welke classificatie er in de
vertrouwensfase wordt gemaakt. Dit doe je door in de vertrouwensfase gewoon op
een van de toetsen te drukken.
2) Deels handmatig, deels automatische classificatie
Het systeem schakelt dit niveau in als gesignaleerd is dat het vertrouwensgedrag
van jou onder een bepaald niveau is gekomen.
Dit gaat als volgt:
• Het vakje is volledig in beeld: de vertrouwensfase begint
• De operator voert zijn vertrouwensbeslissing in
• Hierna start een timer van een paar seconden.
• Als er voordat de timer om is op ALT gedrukt is (linkerAlt voor het bovenste scherm
en rechterAlt voor het onderste scherm) dan wordt de vertrouwensbeslissing van
de operator gebruikt. Is dit niet gebeurd, dan wordt de vertrouwensbeslissing van
het computermodel gebruikt.
3) Automatische classificatie
Hierbij moet de operator nog steeds zijn vertrouwensbeslissing invoeren, echter
niet zijn beslissing maar de beslissing van het computermodel wordt gebruikt voor
de uiteindelijke classificatie. Dit niveau wordt ingeschakeld als het systeem
signaleert dat het vertrouwensgedrag van de operator beneden een bepaald
niveau is gekomen.
De verschillende niveaus van autoriteit kunnen om de vijf vakjes veranderd worden als er
een verandering is waargenomen in de juistheid van de classificaties van de operator.
Welke vorm gebruikt wordt, wordt op het scherm aangegeven. Het vierkant om een van de
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computers geeft aan welk niveau gebruikt wordt. Hieronder wordt dus handmatige
classificatie gebruikt.

Laatste aanwijzingen:
 Dit experiment duurt 10 minuten .
 Er zijn drie niveaus van autoriteit mogelijk in de eindbeoordelingsfase.
 De opdracht is om geconcentreerd te werken en door samenwerking zoveel
mogelijk goede classificaties te maken.
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Appendix G Exercise graphical support
Toets grafische ondersteuning
Hier volgt een korte test of te kijken of je de ondersteuning goed hebt begrepen.
Wat moet je doen als je de volgende vakjes ziet?

1)…………………………………………………………
2)…………………………………………………………
3)…………………………………………………………
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Appendix H Questionnaires
After each condition
Vragenlijst
De taak was:
Makkelijk





Moeilijk



Oninteressant









Interessant







Inschatting prestaties
 zeer laag
Inschatting van jouw prestatie in de adviesfase:
Inschatting van het advies van het systeem:
Inschatting van de prestatie van de ander in de
adviesfase:









 zeer hoog





 zeer oneens
Het advies van het systeem betrok ik in mijn
keuze voor de uiteindelijke classificatie van een
vakje.
Het advies van de andere persoon betrok ik in
mijn keuze voor de uiteindelijke classificatie van
een vakje.
Als ik alleen werkte, zou ik meer gebieden juist
hebben geclassificeerd.
Ik ben tevreden met onze prestatie als team.
Ik ben tevreden met de prestatie van mijzelf.
Ik ben tevreden met de prestatie van de ander.



Moeilijk















































































Interessant







 zeer mee eens



Naar tevredenheid

Saai











Makkelijk

Frustrerend











Tevredenheid grafische ondersteuning
Mijn reacties op de grafische ondersteuning:
Afschuwelijk
Fantastisch









Questionnaire for graphical support
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De volgende vragen hebben betrekking op je ervaring met deze vorm van ondersteuning:
 zeer oneens
 zeer mee eens
De grafische ondersteuning was een
      
goede hulp.
Ik vond de informatie die gegeven werd
      
erg bruikbaar.
Ik gebruikte de grafische informatie om
      
mijn beslissingen aan te passen.
De manier waarop de informatie
      
gegeven werd was begrijpbaar.
Ik begreep goed wat de ondersteuning
      
betekende.
Deze vorm van ondersteuning gedroeg
      
zich soms in manier die ik niet begreep.
Deze vorm van ondersteuning deed niet       
altijd wat ik verwachtte.
Mijn beslissing verbeterde door deze
      
ondersteuning.
Zonder deze ondersteuning was mijn
      
prestatie slechter geweest.
Questionnaire for Adaptive Automation
Tevredenheid dynamisch aanpassen van het niveau van autoriteit
Mijn reacties op deze ondersteuning:
Afschuwelijk
Fantastisch









Moeilijk



Makkelijk





Frustrerend









Naar tevredenheid



Saai









Interessant
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De volgende vragen hebben betrekking op je ervaring met deze vorm van ondersteuning:
 zeer oneens
 zeer mee eens
Ik had de situatie onder controle.
Ik merkte te vaak dat ik niet meer de leiding had.
Ik vond dat ik degene was die het voor het
zeggen had.
Het systeem nam te vaak de leiding over in de
eindbeoordelingsfase.
Deze vorm van ondersteuning gedroeg zich soms
in manier die ik niet begreep.
Deze vorm van ondersteuning deed niet altijd
wat ik verwachtte.
De manier waarop de informatie gegeven werd
over het niveau van autoriteit was begrijpbaar.
Ik begreep goed wat de ondersteuning
betekende.
Zonder deze ondersteuning was mijn prestatie
slechter geweest.
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